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has identified
in various7 areas
issues and
in various areas and

mentioned
the
Oxford
implementation
mentioned mechanisms
the implementation
for
mechanisms for
tional industrial community.
tional industrial
Anand S.community.
Rao, a partner
Anand
at S. Rao,Oxford
a partner
at

highlighted
highlighted
of “oversight”.
the importance of “oversight”.
As some authors have
As some
workedauthors
on thishave
report
worked
for two
on this report
for twothe importance

AI governance.
ForAIexample,
governance.
a leading
For example,
national AI
a leading national AI
the firm, mentionedthe
an firm,
interesting
mentioned
phenomenon:
an interesting
AI
phenomenon:
AI

consecutive years, they
consecutive
have been
years,
able to
they
build
have
onbeen
their able to build on their

conference
conference
that all
now
paper
requires
submissions
that all paper submissions
remains popular withremains
the industrial
popularcommunity
with the industrial
against community
againstnow requires

Bartexample:
Selman, President
Bart of
Selman,
AAAI, reminded
President us
of AAAI,
of an reminded us of an
work from the first year.
workTake
fromOpenAI
the firstas
year.
an example:
Take OpenAI as an

include
a responsibility
include
statement.
a responsibility statement.
the backdrop of the pandemic,
the backdrop
with
of the
the global
pandemic,
venture
with the global
venture

important
issue: AI important
technologyissue:
oftenAIoperates
technology
in aoften operates in a
while its release planwhile
for GPT-2
its release
in 2019
plan
sparked
for GPT-2
some
in 2019 sparked
some

capital funding for capital
AI rising
funding
continuously
for AI rising
in 2020.
continuously in 2020.

foreign that
to us.
is quite
This makes
foreign good
to us. This makes good
controversies, the new
controversies,
release planthe
they
newproposed
release at
plan they manner
proposedthat
at is quitemanner

Jared Brown
Future
Brown
of Lifefrom
Institute
the Future
touched
of Life
on Institute touched on
However, very few companies
However, had
very fully
few embedded
companies and
had fully embedded
and from theJared

governance
governance
on close collaboration
dependent onbetween
close collaboration between
the launch of GPT-3 in
the
2020
launch
seems
of GPT-3
betterin
received.
2020 seems
The better received.
Thedependent

specific
issues: what the
specific
AI risks
issues:
are, what
and how
the AI
to risks
identify,
are, and how to identify,
automated AI risk management
automated and
AI risk
controls
management
in place.and controls
in place.

AI researchers
AI researchers and policymakers.
European Union is another
European
goodUnion
example:
is another
following
good
its example:
AI
following
its AI and policymakers.
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as a world-leading AIascompany,
a world-leading
SenseTime
AI company,
is making
SenseTime is making
real efforts at “sustainable
real efforts
development”.
at “sustainable development”.

contributions include
contributions
the recommendation
include the ofrecommendation
the
of the

assess and manage assess
them. and manage them.

Ethical Framework released
Ethical Framework
in 2019, it issued
released
a White
in 2019, it issued a White

Abhishek Gupta, Founder
Abhishek
of Gupta,
the Montreal
Founder
AI Ethics
of the Montreal AI Ethics

GONGrules.
Ke, President
GONG
of the
Ke, World
President
Federation
of the ofWorld Federation of
Paper in 2020, proposing
Paper
corresponding
in 2020, proposing
regulatory
corresponding
rules.
regulatory

Sociologists
SociologistsandPetra
Martin
Ahrweiler
Neumann
and Martin Neumann
Institute, arrived at deep
Institute,
insights
arrived
on the
at deep
reason
insights
why AIon the reason
why AI Petra Ahrweiler

Engineering Organizations
Engineering
(WFEO),
Organizations
explained (WFEO),
how
explained how

formulation that
of regulations
the formulation
on AIof regulations on AI
governance principles
governance
cannot be principles
effectively cannot
implementbe effectivelymentioned
implement-that the mentioned

WFEO
proactively WFEO
promoting
is proactively
the efforts promoting
related to the
the efforts related to the
The unusual situationThe
created
unusual
by the
situation
pandemic
created
has by
also
the pandemic
hasisalso

governance
an inventoryrequires
of knowledge
an inventory
corporaof knowledge corpora
ed, based on his corporate
ed, based
background.
on his corporate
Therefore,
background.
he
Therefore,
herequires governance

governance ethical
of AI. governance
He also highlighted
of AI. Hethealso highlighted the
resulted in serious reflection
resulted on
in serious
AI and its
reflection
governance.
on AI and its ethical
governance.

about
human
which human
are to be
values
implemented
which arewith
to be implemented with
proposed the “patterns
proposed
of practice”
the “patterns
feasible
of practice”
for
feasible
for values about

concept
of the green concept
development
of theofgreen
AI. development of AI.
Being compelled to Being
reflect compelled
on AI may to
provide
reflect us
onwith
AI may provide
us with

practitioners.

practitioners.

AI technologies.

AI technologies.
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Jurist Malavika Jayaram
Jurist
emphasized
Malavika Jayaram
that the movement
emphasized that the
movement
Danit
Gal, former Technology
Danit Gal, Advisor
former Technology
at the United
Advisor at the United

fromGómez
Brazil, Mont
Constanza Gómez Mont
of the European Commission’s
Edson Prestes fromEdson
Brazil,Prestes
Constanza
As the Coordinator As
of the
the Coordinator
European Commission’s

to decolonize data should
to decolonize
include efforts
data should
aimed include
at lettingefforts aimed
at letting
Nations,
who led workNations,
on AI inwho
the implementation
led work on AI inofthe
theimplementation of the

Columbia,
Periche from Dominican
Expert Group
on Artificial Intelligence,
from Columbia, Jeanfrom
García
PericheJean
fromGarcía
Dominican
High-Level Expert High-Level
Group on Artificial
Intelligence,

every region work hard
every
to preserve
region work
the hard
sovereignty
to preserve
and the sovereignty
and Secretary-General’s
United Nations
United Nations Roadmap
Secretary-General’s
for Digital Roadmap for Digital

Republic,
and José
A.Chile.
GuridiThey
Bustos from Chile. They
Charlotte
the European
Union
Republic,
and José A.
Guridi Bustos
from
Charlotte Stix analyzed
how Stix
the analyzed
European how
Union

autonomy of data that
autonomy
does notoffitdata
neatly
thatinto
does
Western
not fit neatly into
Western introduced
Cooperation,
Cooperation,
the work introduced
she participated
the work
in. she participated in.

discussedprogress
the AI governance
progress of Latin Americontinued
to methodically
advance its AI discussed
governance
the AI governance
of Latin Americontinued to methodically
advance
its AI governance

parameters.

Her comprehensive vision
Her comprehensive
urges global AI
vision
governance
urges global AI governance

ca from
their respectively.
own point of They
view respectively. They
in the year
the pandemic. Shecaintroduced
from their own point
of view
framework in the yearframework
of the pandemic.
Sheofintroduced

cooperation initiatives
cooperation
to equitably
initiatives
engage to
theequitably
Global engage the Global

share
common
viewshould
that Latin
theAI:White
Paper on
AI: a European
Approach
to
share a common
view
that aLatin
America
haveAmerica should have
the White Paper on
a European
Approach
to

parameters.

Nathalie Smuha, a jurist
Nathalie
as wellSmuha,
as a philosopher,
a jurist as well
asserted
as a philosopher,
asserted
South
and underrepresented
South and
communities.
underrepresented communities.

its own
in global
AI also
governance. They also
Excellence
Trust,
its this
ownyear,
voice in global
AI voice
governance.
They
Excellence and Trust,
publishedand
by the
EUpublished
this year,by the EU

that the time is ripe for
thatprinciples
the time is
and
ripe
guidelines
for principles
to beand guidelines to be

agreed
unanimously
which
focused
on the seven for
key requirements
for
agreed unanimously
that Latin
America,that
withLatin
its America, with its
which focused on the
seven
key requirements

translated into enforceable
translated legislation.
into enforceable
Moreover,
legislation.Seán
Moreover,
Ó hÉigeartaighSeán
from Ó
thehÉigeartaigh
University offrom
Cambridge
the University of Cambridge

low level of
AI technology,
R&D, and
trustworthy
mentioned
in the regulatoryrelatively
proposal. low levelrelatively
of AI technology,
R&D,
and
trustworthy AI mentioned
in the AI
regulatory
proposal.
application,
should
blindly adopt the governance
application, should not
blindly adopt
thenot
governance

such legislation should
such
tackle
legislation
not onlyshould
individual
tackle
harms
not only individual
is partharms
of the Global Partnership
is part of theonGlobal
AI’s AIPartnership
and Pandemon AI’s AI and Pandembut also collective and
butsocietal
also collective
harms that
andAIsocietal
can raise.
harms that AI
raise.group. Hisics
icscan
working
contribution
working group.
argues
Histhat
contribution
while the argues that while the
hype about AI is pervasive,
hype aboutit AI
canis provide
pervasive,
limited
it can provide limited

of developed countries.
from UC Berkeley
introduced
models ofthe
developedmodels
countries.
Caroline Jeanmaire Caroline
from UC Jeanmaire
Berkeley introduced
the
principles
for AI design,
development and applicanine principles for AI nine
design,
development
and applica-

Wendell Wallach, a well-known
Wendell Wallach,
expert ainwell-known
the ethics of
expert in the
ethics to
of the problem
solutions
solutions
of the
to pandemic.
the problem
Weofshould
the pandemic. We should

Countries
and Regions (China)
tion issued
President
end of hisand Regions
(China)
tion issued by President
Trump by
near
the endTrump
of hisnear theCountries

science and technology,
science
evaluated
and technology,
the use ofevaluated
AI in the the useinstead
of AI infocus
the on what
instead
is important
focus on- what
investments
is important
on - investments on

presidency,
and presented
the of
common concerns of
presidency, and presented
the common
concerns

unique scenario created
unique
by the
scenario
pandemic,
created
as by
wellthe
aspandemic,
in
as
wellhealth.
as in In addition,
public
publicthe
health.
debate
In addition,
about whether
the debate
to
about whether to

AI is
rapidly
in China. FU Ying, Chairperson
andAtlantic:
Europetoacross
thethe
Atlantic: toAIensure
the
is developing
rapidly
in developing
China. FU Ying,
Chairperson
America and EuropeAmerica
across the
ensure

the complex geopolitical
the complex
situation.geopolitical
In his opinion,
situation.
global In his opinion,
global tracing use
use digital
technologies
digital tracing
to deal
technologies
with the to deal with the

control over AI risks. control over AI risks.

cooperation is essential.
cooperation is essential.

pandemic has reminded
pandemic
us of
hasthe
reminded
complexity
us of the complexity of
governance issues. governance issues.

for International
and
Strategy, Tsinghua Univerfor International Security
and Strategy,Security
Tsinghua
University,impact
talked ofabout
impact of AI on international
sity, talked about the
AI ontheinternational

security,
notedto
that
China is
willing to dialogue and
Arisa
Ema from
presented the jointsecurity,
statement
and noted that
Chinaand
is willing
dialogue
and
Arisa Ema from Japan
presented
theJapan
joint statement

Marie-Therese Png, Marie-Therese
who is active in
Png,
encouraging
who is active
the in encouraging the

cooperate with all parties.
of the 2nd French-German-Japanese
AI cooperate
Symposium
with all parties.
of the 2nd French-German-Japanese
AI Symposium

discourse of developing
discourse
countries
ofin
developing
global AI governance,
countries in global AI Cyrus
governance,
Hodes, an observer
CyrusofHodes,
the international
an observer
governance
of the international governance

heldfirst
in 2020.
While emphasized
the first conference
emphasized a
held in 2020. While the
conference
a

worries that the development
worries that
of AI
themay
development
bring about
of aAI may bring
a
of AI,about
summarized
the
of AI,
efforts
summarized
made by the
representative
efforts made by representative

ZHAOofZhiyun,
Director
of the
human-centric
face ofZhiyun,
the
Director
the Advance
Office
of Advance Office of
human-centric approach,
this year, approach,
in the facethis
of year,
the in the ZHAO

new round of colonization.
new round of colonization.

organizations in theorganizations
past year, when
in thethepast
pandemic
year, when the pandemic

Development
Planning AI,
for MOST,
New-generation AI, MOST,
pandemic,emphasized
the joint statement
emphasizedDevelopment
the impor- Planning
for New-generation
pandemic, the joint statement
the impor-

shook the world. He shook
reiterated
the the
world.
points
He mentioned
reiterated the
by points mentioned by

illustrated
how against
the backdrop of the pandemic,
tance
of cooperation
in addressing
problems
on how
a against
illustrated
the backdrop
of the pandemic,
tance of cooperation
in addressing
problems
on a

Logician Markus KnauffLogician
offered Markus
some opinions
Knauff offered
on the future
some opinionsother
on thecontributors
future
and
other
emphasized
contributors
thatand
firmemphasized
actions are that firm actions are

planetary scale.

planetary scale.

development of AI from
development
the perspective
of AI from
of cognitive
the perspective critical
of cognitive
following the formulation
critical following
of principles.
the formulation of principles.
psychology.

psychology.

China is the
steadily
promoting
the further implementaChina is steadily promoting
further
implementation principles
of the governance
issued in 2019.
tion of the governance
issued inprinciples
2019.

a strong power
in information
As a strong power inAs
information
technology,
India alsotechnology, India also
Countries and Regions
Countries and Regions

Professor
SU University
Jun from Tsinghua
made
progress
on AI governance
in 2020. Raj
Professor
SU Jun from
Tsinghua
is taking University is taking
made gratifying progress
ongratifying
AI governance
in 2020.
Raj

For developing countries,
For developing
both the countries,
awarenessboth
of AIthe awareness of AI

the lead
in promoting asocial
comprehensive social
Shekhar cited
the on
discussions
inof
India on all
aspects
the
lead of
in promoting
a comprehensive
Shekhar cited the discussions
in India
all aspects

governance and their
governance
regulatoryand
capacity
their regulatory
should be capacityEugenio
should Vargas
be
Garcia,
Eugenio
Former
Vargas
Senior
Garcia,
Adviser
Former
of theSenior Adviser of the

not onlyexperimental
to make an overall experimental
personal
data protection
to make an overall
personal data protection
and responsible
AI. and responsible AI.experiment, not onlyexperiment,

taken into consideration.
taken
Urvashi
into consideration.
Aneja highlighted
Urvashi
how Aneja
low highlighted
how
Office
of low
the President
Office
of the
of the
United
President
Nations
of General
the United Nations General

evaluation
socialintelligence,
impacts of artificial intelligence,
evaluation of the social
impacts of
of the
artificial

levels of regulatory and
levels
institutional
of regulatory
capacity
andpose
institutional
further capacity Assembly,
pose further
recognizes
Assembly,
that AI isrecognizes
important enough
that AI is
that
important enough that

but
lay a theoretical foundation
Poon
at the Lee
Kuan Yew Centre
formost
Innovabut
importantly
to most
lay aimportantly
theoretical to
foundation
Poon King Wang at the
LeeKing
KuanWang
Yew Centre
for Innova-

challenges to the suitability
challenges
of risk-based
to the suitability
approaches.
of risk-based approaches.
international cooperation
international
is required
cooperation
to jointly is
address
required to jointly address

China to
“build with
an intelligent
society with humanism”.
tive CitiesUniversity
at the Singapore
University of for
Technology
China to “build an for
intelligent
society
humanism”.
tive Cities at the Singapore
of Technology

related issues. He reviewed
related issues.
the relevant
He reviewed
progress
theofrelevant progress of

Designthe
(SUTD)
proposed
the “cross-sector GPS”
and Design (SUTD) and
proposed
“cross-sector
GPS”

UNESCO and the UN
UNESCO
Secretary-General
and the UNRoadmap
Secretary-General
for
Roadmap for

LI Xiuquan
from of
Chinese
Academy
of Science and
initiative to help
the Singaporean
Government
address from Chinese
LItoXiuquan
Academy
Science
and
initiative to help the Singaporean
Government
to address

Digital Cooperation on
Digital
AI governance.
CooperationEugenio
on AI governance.
Vargas
Eugenio Vargas

Technology
for Development
(CASTED) talked about
issues
in the age
of of
AI-an excellent
case of for Development
Technology
(CASTED)
talked about
employment issues inemployment
the age of AI-an
excellent
case

Irakli Beridze, Head of
Irakli
the Beridze,
Centre for
Head
AI and
of the
Robotics
Centreoffor AI andGarcia
Robotics
hasof been calling
Garcia
forhas
increased
been calling
representation
for increased representation

the
on promoting AI governance
transforming
academic
discussions
policy
the considerations
on considerations
promoting AI governance
transforming academic
discussions
into specific
policy into specific

the United Nations the
Interregional
United Nations
Crime Interregional
and Justice Crime from
and the
Justice
Global Southfrom
in international
the Global South
discussions
in international
on AI
discussions on AI

initiatives.

International Organizations
International Organizations

initiatives.

through
both technical
and institutional innovation.
through both technical
and institutional
innovation.

Research Institute (UNICRI),
Research showcased
Institute (UNICRI),
a gratifying
showcased governance
a gratifying in recentgovernance
years.
in recent years.
improvement in theimprovement
operationalization
in the ofoperationalization
AI goverof AI gover-

WANG
from Fudan University
Working
across the
African
continent, VictorProfessor
FamubodeWANG Professor
Guoyu from
FudanGuoyu
University
Working across the African
continent,
Victor
Famubode

nance: the UNICRInance:
CentretheforUNICRI
AI and Centre
Robotics,
for AI andEurope
Robotics,
is an active Europe
promoter
is of
an AI
active
governance.
promoterEva
of AI governance. Eva

introduced the
AI governance
unveiled
the ingratifying
progress
African the AI governance
introduced
efforts
promoted byefforts promoted by
unveiled the gratifying
progress
awakening
Africanin awakening

together with INTERPOL’s
togetherInnovation
with INTERPOL’s
Centre, Innovation
have
Centre,
have of the Kaili,
Kaili, Member
European
Member
Parliament,
of the European
highlighted
Parliament, highlighted

Chineseand
computer
experts
and philosophers through
governments
to theofethical
Chinese computer experts
philosophers
through
governments to the ethical
implications
AI. implications of AI.

undertaken to develop
undertaken
an operationally
to develop oriented
an operationally
oriented
the efforts
of Europe in
thedetermining
efforts of Europe
the global
in determining
leaders in the global leaders in
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such asFederation
China Computer Federation
organizations such organizations
as China Computer

toolkit for the responsible
toolkit for
usethe
of AI
responsible
by law enforceuse of AI by law
enforceAI governance,
andAIemphasized
governance,theand
AI emphasized
governance the AI governance

Despiteofhaving
a population
of 600 million, Latin
America
(CCF)
in 2020.
Despite having a population
600 million,
Latin America

ment. This toolkit is intended
ment. This
to toolkit
support
is and
intended
guidetothe
support and
guide
model
of the
Europe where
model
the of
regulator
Europesets
where
thethe
principles
regulator sets the principles

has been
in international discussions
has been under-represented
in under-represented
international discussions

design, development
design,
and deployment
developmentofand
AI deployment
in a
of AI
a
and
theinmarket
applies
and the
the principles
market applies
by defining
the principles
the
by defining the

The World Artificial
Intelligence
Conference organized
AI. Thus,
experts from
wereArtificial Intelligence
The World
Conference
organized
on AI. Thus, several on
experts
fromseveral
South America
were South America

responsible manner.responsible manner.

Shanghai
has wide
influence
among the peers across
invitedOlga
this Cavalli
year, including
Olga Cavalli from
byArgentina,
Shanghai has widebyinfluence
among
the peers
across
invited this year, including
from Argentina,

standards of the product
standards
or service.
of the product or service.

(CCF) in 2020.
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onfor
the reportsBased
of more
onthan
the reports
50 experts,
of more
it is clear
than 50 experts, it is clear
the world. WANG Yingchun
the world.
from
WANG
Shanghai
Yingchun
Institute
fromforShanghaiBased
Institute
the industrial and
that
policy
the industrial
research communities,
and policy research
as
communities, as
Science of Science presented
Science ofthe
Science
relevant
presented
information
the relevantthat
information
organizations,
as the international
regions, organizations,
and countries regions, and countries
about WAIC 2020 - AIabout
Governance
WAIC 2020
Forum.
- AI Governance Forum. well as the internationalwell
have made progress have
on AImade
governance
progress
in 2020.
on AI governance
While it
in 2020. While it
to identify is
these
possible
emerging
to identify
trends,
these
it is emerging
impos- trends, it is imposBased on the annualBased
observations
on the annual
of 2019,observations
it is evident of 2019,isit possible
is evident
sible shape.
to present all ofsible
the to
progress
presentmade.
all of the
The progress
annual made. The annual
that the global AI governance
that the global
system
AI is
governance
taking shape.
system is taking

We appreciate the recognition and support of all the

Shanghai Institute for Science of Science. After the

report
summarized here
report
is primarily
summarized
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here to
is primarily
provide intended to provide
The annual observations
Theofannual
2020 show
observations
that thisof
is 2020
ongoing
show that this
is ongoing
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for further
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but with
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the reflection
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2020:
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on the

50 experts in AI Governance in 2019: A Year in

receive recognition and inquiries from some founda-

Review, who enabled the “birth” of our report, and

tions. Among other things, we fortunately have

the participation of 52 experts in AI Governance in

received support from Jaan Tallinn, who provided
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global AI governanceglobal
system.
AI governance system.
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serial production of this report. It is our belief that the
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We also appreciate all the work that the authors
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have done. Although the report is released under the
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Understanding AI for Governance

By Bart Selman
Bart Selman is the Joseph C. Ford Professor of Engineering and Computer Science at
Cornell University. Prof. Selman is the President of the Association for the Advance-

By Bart Selman

ment of Artificial Intelligence (AAAI), the main international professional society for AI
researchers and practitioners. He was also the co-Chair of a national study to determine a Roadmap for AI Research guiding US government research investments in AI.
Prof. Selman was previously at AT&T Bell Laboratories. His research interests include
artificial intelligence, computational sustainability, efficient reasoning procedures,

It is exciting to see the recent significant level of activity

data interpretation and decision-making tasks. It may

machine learning, deep learning, deep reinforcement learning, planning, knowledge

around governance for AI. Good AI governance is vital

seem reasonable to require the AI system to explain its

representation, and connections between computer science and statistical physics. He

for a proper transition of AI technology into our society.

decisions (i.e., “the right to an explanation”). However,

The goal is to keep human interests central and ensure

researchers are discovering that attempts to provide

that society truly benefits from AI technology.

explanations can easily lead to pseudo-explanations
that may satisfy the human user but do not accurately

In this statement, I would like to highlight a key challenge

reflect the system's internal decision-making process.

for developing proper AI governance. Good AI governance

has (co-)authored over 150 publications, including six best paper awards and two
classic paper awards. His papers have appeared in venues spanning Nature, Science,
Proc. Natl. Acad. of Sci., and a variety of conferences and journals in AI and Computer Science. He has received the
Cornell Stephen Miles Excellence in Teaching Award, the Cornell Outstanding Educator Award, an NSF Career Award,
and an Alfred P. Sloan Research Fellowship. He is a Fellow of the American Association for Artificial Intelligence
(AAAI), a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), and a Fellow of the American
Association for Computing Machinery (ACM). He is the recipient of the Inaugural IJCAI John McCarthy Research

requires a deep understanding of both the opportunities

In general, we are seeing emerging AI systems that

as well as the limitations of AI methods. AI systems are

operate without the rich context of human knowledge

starting to match or even exceed human performance

and commonsense that we take for granted. So, for

on a range of cognitive tasks. However, it is essential

example, in case of a medical emergency, we might

to realize that these capabilities are often achieved in

instruct our self-driving car to ignore some traffic rules

ways that are very different from how the human mind

to take us as quickly as possible to the nearest hospital.

handles these tasks. A fundamental difficulty is that

A human driver would realize that this should be done

when we consider AI technologies, we tend to anthro-

without putting others in danger. However, this is part of

pomorphize the systems. In other words, we assume

our commonsense but would need to be explicitly

the systems perform cognitive tasks in a manner similar

coded into a self-driving vehicle. To develop proper AI

to ourselves.

governance, we need to consider that AI technology

Award, the premier award for artificial intelligence researchers at mid-career stage.

often operates in a manner that is quite foreign to us.
Let me give an example. Machine translation based on

Good governance will therefore require close collabora-

deep learning approaches has made incredible advanc-

tion between AI researchers and policymakers.

es in recent years. Current models provide reasonable
translations between dozens of language pairs. However, rather counterintuitively, these translations are
obtained without any real understanding of the text that
is being translated. It is difficult for us even to imagine
that one could translate between two languages without
understanding either language. Nevertheless, this is
what current language translation systems do - they
operate in an almost alien way.
This “alien” mode of operation is also apparent in
highly complex deep models trained for all types of
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Some Engineering Views to the AI
Development and Governance
By GONG Ke

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has been now going out of
scientific papers and technical labs into engineering
applications and into people’s daily lives. This is indeed
the turning point in the historical development of AI.
Engineering and engineers have become a crucial
player of AI in its applications and further development
as well as in its governance, to ensure AI for the good of
all people and the planet.
AI is a new tool for human development, and the
ultimate goal of its development and governance is
to ensure it is good for sustainable development.
Toolmaking is an important feature of human being
which is different from other animals. From simple
stone tools and ironware to levers, pulleys, and all kinds
of machinery and electrical power, to computer and
modern information network, human being has used
these tools to extend its physical and intelligent strength
and to increase its capacity to survival and wellbeing.
Hence, human history is often characterized by the
progress of the human-made tools, such as Stone Age,
Iron Age, Machine Age and Information Age, etc. In this
regard, AI is nothing but a new tool for human development,
which is bringing humankind into the Intelligent Age.
It must be pointed out that the purpose of human inventing and using tools is to solve problems in survival and
development. At present, the foremost problem facing
humankind is the issues of sustainable development.
Therefore, AI should become a powerful tool for human
sustainable development. This is also the ultimate goal
of AI development and governance. In 2020, a notable
development is that the role of AI in achieving the
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) has been
analyzed by researchers and paid attentions by many
international organizations. In order to guide AI
development and support its governance, more
comprehensive and insightful researches are urgently
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required to explore the relationship between AI and the
SDGs.
Engineering society should shoulder the responsibility and be an important part of the joint AI development and governance by multiple stakeholders.
The World Federation of Engineering Organizations
(WFEO) realizes its responsibility for promoting AI for
the good of people and its environment. An interdisciplinary working group with experts from industry and
academia has been established by its standing technical committee of Engineering for Innovative Technologies. On March 4th, 2020, the first World Engineering
Day for Sustainable Development , WFEO released its
position paper on “Promoting Responsible Conduct of
Big Data and AI Innovation and Application in Engineering” , in which 7 principles have been proposed, they
are:
·Good for Humanity and Its Environment
·Inclusiveness, Fairness, Public Awareness and
Empowerment
·Opening and Sharing while Respecting Privacy and
Data Integrity
·Transparency
·Accountability
·Peace, Safety and Security
·Collaboration

The green development of AI should become a
focus of AI development and its governance.
AI has an incredible potential to improve the productivity, quality, safety and efficiency of various engineering
projects, so that AI is empowering and transforming
every aspect of engineering.
It is exciting to see many applications of AI for increasing energy efficiency in various productions and households, and it is widely recognized that the power
efficiency of AI products is far behind human workers.
However, the green and lower carbon development of
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AI has not yet been emphasized in AI R&D and applications. Therefore, it must call for a full understanding of
the rigid constraints of AI development, and paying
more attention to the green development and application of AI, which should also become one of the focuses
of AI governance.
Additionally, it is noticeable that although many research
and development works have been carried out for AI
safety and security. Compared to the antivirus software
and services market some 20 years ago when PC
started its wide applications, there is still a lack of
products and services for AI safety and security.

GONG Ke
Prof. GONG Ke is President of the World Federation of Engineering Organizations
(WFEO), and Executive Director of the Chinese Institute of New Generation Artificial
Intelligence Development Strategies.
Prof. GONG is an engineer in information communication technology by training. After
obtaining the degree of Doctor of Technical Science from Technical University of Graz,
Austria, he had worked in Tsinghua University from 1987-2006, where he served as
the director of the Chinese National Research Center of Information Science and
Technology, and the vice president of the University; later, he was appointed as President
of Tianjin University (2006 - 2011), and President of Nankai University (2011 - 2018).

Prof. GONG has worked in WFEO since 2009, had chaired the Committees of
Information and Communication, and then of Engineering for Innovative Technologies. He was elected as President
and took the office in 2019.
Prof. GONG has been directing the Chinese Institute of New Generation Artificial Intelligence Development Strategies,
since it cofounded in 2017 by Chinese Academy of Engineering and Tianjin Municipal Government.
From 2013 to 2017, Prof. GONG Ke was member of the Scientific Advisory Board to the UN Secretary-General Ban
Ki-moon. He has also served at executive positions of China Association of Science and Technology, and etc.

It is found that many governments, NGOs, corporate,
etc. have declared the principles of AI applications.
Although these principles are in common to a big
extent, they are still far from sufficient to reach a global
consensus. Generally speaking, engineering has not
yet played its important role in AI governance, and there
is a shortage of crosstalk between different sectors and
different societal groups. Global dialogues of multiples
stakeholders are urgently needed.
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How Can We Use Data and AI for Good,
Without Also Enabling Misuse?
By Claudia Ghezzou Cuervas-Mons,
Emma Bluemke, ZHOU Pengyuan and Andrew Trask
How can we gain beneficial use from data without
collateral harm? As AI development progresses, this
question is ever more important. The solution to this
question is an aim we call “structured transparency”.
Countless modern activities and services demand
access to sensitive and personal information in order to
grant the benefits of the services. Such exchanges, at
times, lead to unfavourable transactions for the user;
data privacy neglect and harm from data misuse.
Nonetheless, data use is fundamental for the application and development of AI algorithms in society.
To address this challenge, many privacy-enhancing
technologies (PETs) such as secure computation,
federated learning and differential privacy have been
developed to allow data use while ensuring privacy.
However, no one technique solves data privacy issues
outright.
However, when used in certain combinations, these
techniques could allow data to be used only for the
intended or approved purpose. These techniques could
allow AI researchers and governance bodies to arrange
a very precise technical or social arrangement of who
can see what information.
In this article, we propose a useful framework for
thinking about how emerging technologies can help you
achieve your desired information flow. To achieve structured transparency - in other words, to allow only beneficial use from data while mitigating harms - one must
consider what information is shared with whom, when,
and how. To do so, we suggest considering the following five components: a framework for thinking about
structured transparency, and importantly, which emerging technologies can help you achieve it.
1. Input privacy: enables utilising hidden information
without revealing its contents.Technical input privacy
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As data governance and data privacy issues increase,
we hope this framework provides clarity for how to
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apply emerging privacy technologies to your particular
use case.

Open Mined:
Claudia Ghezzou Cuervas-Mons, Emma Bluemke (has chosen not to
display her information), ZHOU Pengyuan and Andrew Trask
Claudia is currently working as a Clinical Data Coordinator in a CRO. Her background

tools come primarily from the field of cryptography public-key cryptography, end-to-end encryption, secure
multi-party computation, homomorphic encryption,
functional encryption, garbled-circuits, oblivious RAM,
federated learning, on-device analysis, and secure
enclaves are several popular (and overlapping)
techniques capable of providing input privacy.

focused on Biochemistry (BSc) and Neuroscience (MSc), doing her Master’s thesis on
the automated quantification of ischaemic events on CT scans with Dr. Bentley at
Imperial College London.

She has a personal interest on the way machine learning can advance medicine and
science, how to apply these tools for optimised disease detection and treatment.

2. Output privacy: enables reading and receiving
information and prevents reverse engineering so that
the input can be concealed. Technical output privacy
tools (chiefly, differential privacy and related techniques)
can provide strict upper bounds on the likelihood that a
data point could be reverse-engineered.

Claudia Ghezzou
Cuervas-Mons

5. Flow governance: guarantees that the aforementioned components of the information flow are met,
thus ensuring structured transparency; in other words,
that the intended flow of information is preserved
throughout each of its components. Technically, flow
governance could be best exemplified by Secure
Multi-Party Computation (SMPC), where impartial
parties overview the flow of arbitrary information.
However the flow is also fundamentally driven by the
incentives of the system, whether that be the incentives of the algorithm via the optimization metric
(screen-time? diagnosis accuracy?) or the incentives
of the parties involved.

and how to ensure its impact is as much as possible a positive one.
Pengyuan is a postdoc researcher working with Prof. PAN Hui at the Department of
Computer Science, University of Helsinki, and SyMLab in HKUST. In May 2020,
Pengyuan got his Ph.D. from University of Helsinki supervised by Prof. Jussi

3. Input verification: ensures the robustness and reliability
of the data source. Most input verification techniques
rely on combinations of public-key infrastructure (SSI,
Key Transparency, etc.), cryptographic signatures,
input privacy techniques with active security, and
zero-knowledge proofs.
4. Output verification: ensures the computations taken
on a given information flow are legitimate. The major
limitation of output verification tools is that the verifier
must examine the data in order to perform the verification.

Additionally, she is appealed to explore the societal implications of the advances in AI

Kangasharju in Collaborative Networking Lab. His research focuses on mobile edge
computing and communication systems, connected vehicles and edge AI. The key
motivation for his research is the heavy demand for computational and networking
resources on the edge of the network.

ZHOU Pengyuan

Andrew Trask is a PhD student at the University of Oxford studying privacy preserving
AI techniques and the leader of the OpenMined community --- a group of over 11,000
members dedicated to lowering the barrier to entry for privacy enhancing technologies.

Andrew Trask
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Human-Centered AI/Robotics Research
and Development in the Post-Pandemic Era
By ZHANG Jianwei

learning architectures/strategies, robustness, anticipa-

parent, interpretable brain-inspired AI approaches,

tion and prediction, generalization and transfer, and

which are a significant technological feature of AI gover-

benchmarking. All in all, our mission is to develop trans-

nance.
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ZHANG Jianwei
ZHANG Jianwei is professor and director of TAMS, Department of Informatics,
University of Hamburg, Germany. He received both his Bachelor of Engineering

In this extremely exceptional SARS-CoV-2 pandemic

geal and oropharyngeal swab sampling, which will protect

(1986, with distinction) and Master of Engineering (1989) at the Department of

year, AI has to face the global anti-pandemic challenges

medical staff. Collaborating with Pixelbiotech, a German

Computer Science of Tsinghua University, Beijing, China, his PhD (1994) at the

besides its on-pace progress in adding more top-down

start-up, we have applied AI to empower the imaging

Institute of Real-Time Computer Systems and Robotics, Department of Computer

approaches, cross-modal learning, and unsupervised

data analysis of a multiplex smFISH (single molecule

Science, University of Karlsruhe, Germany. His research interests are cognitive

architecture to supervised deep learning approaches

Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization) probe, which reduc-

sensor fusion, robust robot perception, intelligent robot architecture, multimodal

guided by single-criterion optimization. Mostly in

es the testing time of SARS-CoV-2 virus to 15 minutes.

human-robot interaction, dexterous robot manipulation, brain-inspired machine learn-

home-office mode and based on data/algorithms, clear

Overall, we believe that AI and robotics are having a

ing, etc. In these areas he has published over 400 journal and conference papers,

advances can be observed both on the fundamental

growing impact on the fight against the global pandemic

technical reports and six books. He holds over 40 patents on intelligent components

research and the novel application level, shaping the

by modelling the precise spreading process as well as

theory and practice of AI governance.

by automatically and efficiently detecting the virus.

and systems. His research results have been applied in robotic systems for real-world
scenarios such as medical assistant, rehabilitation, advanced 3C assembly, online quality monitoring of industrial
processes, etc. ZHANG Jianwei is coordinator of the DFG/NSFC Transregional Collaborative Research Centre

There is an urgent need for useful AI and robot systems

Based on the Sino-German interdisciplinary collabora-

to curb the rapid spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus and

tive project TRR169 on “Cross-modal Learning: Adap-

to bring daily work and life back to normal. These

tation, Prediction and Interaction”, we continue to

requirements put the focus of AI governance on the

research and develop human enhancement to facilitate

precise modeling of the paths of the virus infection, the

physical human-robot collaboration. Furthermore, we

rapid development of real-time testing methods,

are developing applications for human enhancement

effective vaccines and drugs, and on autonomous robot

and support in collaboration with laboratories from

systems that can assist medical doctors/nurses and

neuroscience and psychology, such as neuro-computa-

replace human workers in labor-intensive tasks such as

tional representation and therapeutic application of

delivery, harvesting, factory assembly, etc.

neurological diseases. Such long-term human-centered

SFB/TRR169 “Crossmodal Learning” and several EU, German and industrial AI projects. He has received multiple
best paper awards. He is the General Chairs of IEEE MFI 2012, IEEE/RSJ IROS 2015, and the International Symposium of Human-Centered Robotics and Systems 2018. He is life-long Academician of Academy of Sciences in
Hamburg Germany.

research and development represents one of the most
We have developed an AI approach to determine the

important AI vertical applications.

likelihood of asymptomatic carriers of the SARS-CoV-2
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virus by using interaction-based continuous learning

Within TRR169, we use the established collaboration

and the inference of individual probability to rank the

between the partners from Hamburg and Beijing to

likelihood of contagion. Compared to traditional contact

achieve a higher level of understanding, modelling and

tracing methods, our approach significantly reduces the

implementing crossmodal systems, and of understand-

screening and the duration of quarantine required to

ing and unifying the neural, cognitive and computational

search for the potential asymptomatic virus carriers by

mechanisms

as much as 94%. At the same time, we are integrating

progress in several areas and in particular in

human-robot interaction, multi-level learning and robot

deep-learning (algorithms, software, and applications)

decision-making to develop an autonomous,

encourages us to pursue a more integrated set of objec-

safe and intelligent robot system for both nasopharyn-

tives as future-oriented, strong-AI research themes: novel

of

crossmodal

learning.

Significant
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AI and Data Governance for Digital Platforms

Alex Pentland
Professor Alex “Sandy” Pentland directs the MIT Connection Science and Human
Dynamics labs and previously helped create and direct the MIT Media Lab and the

By Alex Pentland

Media Lab Asia in India. He is one of the most-cited scientists in the world, and
Forbes recently declared him one of the “7 most powerful data scientists in the
world” along with Google founders and the Chief Technical Officer of the United
States. He has received numerous awards and prizes such as the McKinsey
Award from Harvard Business Review, the 40th Anniversary of the Internet from

Modernizing and digitizing governances of national,

borders. However, their accountability, inclusiveness

DARPA, and the Brandeis Award for work in privacy. He is a founding member of

international, and commercial interactions to become

and governance may not satisfy many nations. It is

advisory boards for Google, AT&T, Nissan, and the UN Secretary General, a serial

more efficient, transparent, and inclusive is a key global

imperative that nations engage in the standards specifi-

entrepreneur who has co-founded more than a dozen companies including social

priority, and dozens of efforts are already underway.

cation and deployment of these digital governance

However, current efforts are mostly piecemeal and

systems.

incremental.
Perhaps the first challenge to be addressed by any new

enterprises such as the Data Transparency Lab, the Harvard-ODI-MIT DataPop
Alliance and the Institute for Data Driven Design. He is a member of the U.S. National Academy of Engineering
and leader within the World Economic Forum.
Over the years Sandy has advised more than 60 PhD students. Almost half are now tenured faculty at leading

Governance of digital platforms has become unexpect-

system for digital governance is repairing the world’s

edly urgent with the pilot deployment of national-

tattered finances. If nations do not cooperate, we risk a

companies. Together Sandy and his students have pioneered computational social science, organizational

ly-backed digital platforms that provide a uniform frame-

“race to the bottom”, and smaller nations will suffer the

engineering, wearable computing (Google Glass), image understanding, and modern biometrics. His most

work for not only finance but trade and logistics, authen-

most. Moreover, unlike at the end of World War II, the

recent books are Social Physics, published by Penguin Press, and Honest Signals, published by MIT Press.

tication, fraud detection and analytics (e.g., AI). China,

deployment of these new digital trade platforms will

Interesting experiences include dining with British Royalty and the President of India, staging fashion shows in

for instance, is moving existing Silk Road investments

provide nations with possibilities for beggaring their

Paris, Tokyo, and New York, and developing a method for counting beavers from space.

onto Chinese digital systems that are dramatically more

neighbors in ways that are far less visible than an

agile and cheaper than Western systems. Singapore

official devaluation.

institutions, with another one-quarter leading industry research groups and a final quarter founders of their own

has developed a similar digital trade and logistics
infrastructure for investments within its Temasek Sover-

This suggests that a new “Bretton Woods” multilateral

eign Wealth Fund, and Switzerland has recently

effort is required, with the goal of renovating multilateral

deployed the Swiss Trust Chain (with help from MIT

institutions using the more efficient, secure, and inclusive

Connection Science program). Finally, most major

digital platforms that are analogous to those developed

economies have either deployed or are seriously

by China, Singapore, and Switzerland. Unlike the World

considering deployment of national digital currencies.

War II effort, such coordination must not only be

We have been involved in deployment of two such

centered around banking and finance, but must be

currencies, and soon will help launch the digital version

intimately dependent on digital technical standards

of a major trading currency.

such as those created by the IEEE and the computational social science needed to measure and forecast

These systems are poised to integrate the majority of

interactions between finance, sustainability, and social

the world’s trade into efficient, unified frameworks that

factors.

seamlessly interoperate across sovereign and institutional
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Alignment Was a Human Problem First, and Still Is

Brian Christian
Brian Christian is a Visiting Scholar at the University of California, Berkeley and the
bestselling author of three acclaimed books of nonfiction about the human implications

By Brian Christian

of computer science: The Most Human Human, Algorithms to Live By (with Tom
Griffiths), and The Alignment Problem. His books have been named a New York Times
Editors’ Choice, a Wall Street Journal bestseller, a New Yorker favorite book of the
year, Amazon best science book of the year, and MIT Technology Review best book of
the year, and have been translated into nineteen languages. Christian has lectured at

Over the past decade we saw how deep learning made

borrowed the term from the fields of economics and

Google, Facebook, Microsoft, the Santa Fe Institute and the London School of

it possible for networks to perform complex tasks like

management science, which have been speaking for

Economics, and holds degrees in philosophy, computer science, and poetry from

identifying a face without the need for any manual

decades about how values and interests are “aligned”

“feature engineering”. Something similar is beginning to

within and between organizations.

Brown University and the University of Washington. He lives in San Francisco.

happen in this decade with values.
As the “alignment problem” between a system’s
To use a social network like Twitter as an example,

engineers and an AI system they create begins to be

instead of manually identifying ratios of comments to

“solved”, our attention must turn to the larger question

shares to likes that constitute “healthy” engagement on

of alignment in its original sense: between that team of

the platform, employees can simply identify certain

engineers and their managers, between the managers

communities as being “healthy” or “unhealthy”. The

and the executives, between the executives and the

system can then infer which specific metrics predict a

shareholders, between the company as a whole with its

healthy community. The platform can then be optimized

regulators and its users.

in a way that promotes “healthy” engagement – potentially without any human ever explicitly defining what
[1]

metrics, exactly, constitute “healthy” engagement .

The etymology reminds us that “alignment” has always
been a problem that exists between humans and other
humans. As we enter into the age of AI, this will be truer

As with many advances in technological capability, this

than ever.

alleviates one problem while emphasizing another. We
end the problem of metrics, but we are left with the
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Etymology is often a surprisingly helpful guide to the
present. The use of “alignment” in AI first came from
computer scientist Stuart Russell in 2014. But he
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by the world’s governments, international organization

lished technical limits to AI predictability [1], explainability

and multinational corporations collaborating on estab-
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lishing a regulatory framework and industry standards.

which requires, at least, those three capabilities for

However, direct governance of AI is not meaningful, and

successful regulation is likewise only partially achiev-

what is implied by the term is governance of AI

able, meaning smarter than human AI would be ungov-

researchers and creators in terms of what products

ernable by us in some important ways. Finally, even

and services they are permitted to develop and how.

where AI governance is achievable, those in charge

whether it is possible to govern scientists and engineers

may be unwilling to take personal responsibility for AI’s

working on AI depends on the difficulty of creating

failures [4], or deliberate actions even if performed in the

Artificial General Intelligence (AGI).

context of instituted governance framework. Conse-

, and controllability
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. It follows that AI governability,
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quently, a highly capable, creative and uncontrolled AGI
If computational resources and data collection efforts

may end up implicitly or even explicitly controlling some

necessary to create AGI are comparable in cost and

of the institutions and individuals, which we entrusted to

human capital to the Manhattan project conducted by

govern such intelligent software.

USA to develop nuclear bomb technology, governments
have a number of “carrots” and “sticks” they can use to
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Operationalizing AI Ethics: Challenges
and Opportunities
By Anand S. Rao
The spread of COVID-19 was swift and caught most

likely for them to have seen a significant positive impact

governments, companies and citizens off-guard. Every

from COVID-19. In addition, these larger companies,

aspect of life for almost every individual on this planet

nearly 4 in 10, had invested more in AI development

has been impacted by COVID-19. From direct impact

before the pandemic and were moving from experimen-

(e.g., death, hospitalization, infection) to indirect impact

tal to operational use of AI. These companies, having

(e.g., loss of job, working from home, mental health), the

seen their return on AI during the pandemic, were

virus has affected almost everyone on this planet.

significantly more likely to increase their use of AI
(38%), explore new use cases for AI (39%) and train

As a direct response to COVID-19 there has been a

more employees to use AI (35%). This is true not just of

significant rise in the use of digital channels across all

large companies, but also smaller companies that had

sectors in all countries. Riding on the back of this

heavily invested in AI prior to the pandemic. In addition,

surge has been the increased adoption of advanced

the global venture capital funding for AI rose to $71.9

analytics, automation, and Artificial Intelligence (AI).

billion in Q3, 2020, surpassing the previous record

We conducted a global survey of 1,018 executives in

quarter in Q4, 2018 of $69 billion.

November, 2020, to understand how the crisis has
impacted companies and their attitudes towards AI.

2. Managing and mitigating AI risks using Respon-

We highlight two key aspects from this survey in this

sible AI is becoming critical

brief paper.

AI risk management and controls in place. Another 37%

robustness, security, and data privacy are some of the

of respondents had strategies and policies to tackle AI

other AI risks that feature prominently amongst the

risks, but has no automated solutions. For the fully

companies scaling their AI.

embedded AI segment these numbers went up to 29%
(with embedded and automated AI risk management)

In summary, the increased adoption of AI, increased

and 38% (with strategies and policies) respectively. Of

investments in AI, and the risks posed by AI offer an

all the different areas of AI risks - algorithmic bias is a

opportunity to adopt responsible AI practices to manage

central focus of nearly 36% of all respondents. Reliability,

and mitigate these risks.
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The spread of COVID-19 has seen an increased use of
1. AI Investments are on the rise inspite of the

AI in applications such as facial recognition, contact

economic crisis

tracing, monitoring of employee movement etc. Identifying, mitigating, and managing AI risks - ranging from
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In our survey, 44% of the respondents said that

bias, privacy, transparency, accountability, explainabili-

COVID-19 had a negative impact on their business and

ty, robustness, safety, and security - is one of the major

surprisingly an equal number said that COVID-19 had a

challenges for companies as they deploy AI models and

positive impact on their business. Interestingly, the

systems to address and manage through the iris. Only

larger the companies (>$10bn in revenue) the more

12% of companies had fully embedded and automated
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Building on Lessons for Responsible
Publication: Safely Deploying GPT-3
By Irene Solaiman

the need to continually invest as systems grow more

technical, but social science and sociotechnical

powerful. AI researchers, including at the Partnership

research. This research must continue with diverse

on AI and Microsoft, informed practices like broader

communities and adapt to both the fast-pace of AI

impacts analyses and model documentation. Impacts

advancements and unexpected challenges of unprece-

are context-dependent and mitigation requires not just

dented events.
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2020 combined unprecedented events in the world with

problems given few demonstrations. GPT-3 has higher

precedented challenges in AI. The AI research commu-

misuse potential than GPT-2 and still shows discrimina-
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nity is grappling with best practices for responsible
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In the interest of safety, we released GPT-3 through an

Concurrently, existing concerns, like disinformation,

API; OpenAI hosts the system, and approved users can

show present-day consequences, like in pandemic

access it with an API key. We provide an interface for

response and political institutions.

users to experiment, develop new applications, or

from the University of Maryland where she was elected Phi Beta Kappa.

conduct research. This release was part of a company
AI systems, particularly generative models, have become

decision to safely productize the system to help fund

increasingly powerful and demand safeguards. Gener-

our research, but includes an academic access

ative models are trained on data such as text or

program for researchers to help identify model charac-

images and seek to generate outputs that are similar

teristics, especially on key areas of bias, misuse, and

to that data; for language models, that can mean

detection.

predicting the next word in a sentence. Our concerns
about risks are shared in industry, academia, and the

An API functions as a means of safety, security and

public. Notably, Dr. Emily Bender and Dr. Timnit Gebru

accessibility. We deployed GPT-3 without releasing the

co-authored a paper raising concerns with powerful

full system to the public, allowing us to easily respond to

language models, highlighting concerns like embed-

misuse and improve the system as we learn about it.

ded biases. Work by OpenAI and other researchers

We outlined usage guidelines, vet all use cases, and

has shown harmful biases, potential for misuse and

terminate any that cause harm or have insufficient

generating disinformation, and difficulty detecting

safeguards. We host the system, which is expensive to

synthetic text.

run, alleviating cost pressures and making the system
accessible for small businesses and organizations.

Recognizing these risks, OpenAI conducted an unusual
responsible publication strategy in 2019. We released

Since the system’s flexible capabilities make all possi-

incrementally powerful versions of our language model

ble use cases impossible to predict, we limit users and

GPT-2 in stages to research model characteristics

are broadening access over time. Researchers at

before each release. Our larger, higher-performing

Middlebury Institute, University of Washington, and the

language model, GPT-3, required further consideration.

Allen Institute for AI helped us scope disinformation and

Like its predecessor, it has flexible capabilities, from

bias risks respectively. Our internal research helps build

text summarization, translation, and question-answer-

our usage guidelines and model improvements.

ing to even three-digit arithmetic. GPT-3 also has a
strong “few-shot learning” ability, i.e. the ability to solve
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Recent foundational work in publication norms proves
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Artificial Intelligence Should Follow
Sustainable Development Principles
By YANG Fan

health professionals, and contributes to the UN’s sustain-

and governance of AI, acquire an in-depth understand-

able goal of good health and well-being. Similar cases,

ing of the new trends in global science and technology

which represent the important ideas and practices of

development, open up new development paths of ethics

SenseTime concerning the empowerment of industries

and governance, further promote the corporate concept

with AI, are too numerous to be enumerated.

of building “Responsible AI”, and stick to the principles
of sustainable development, to deeply intertwine social

As the pioneer of computer vision, SenseTime will

responsibilities with corporate development.

constantly play its role in the sustainable development

As Artificial Intelligence(AI) grows more mature, its

Sustainable Development of AI. It is the first time for the

development also extends to other business areas,

Chinese AI industry to discuss the concept of, and

empowering all industrial sectors and exerting an

planning for, sustainable development. The White Paper

unprecedented influence on the global economic

proposes core values of people orientation, shared benefits,

system. The demand for AI talents has also changed

integrative development and scientific research innovation,

from technical specialization to interdisciplinary thinking,

clarifies the negotiatory and inclusive principles of AI

or “AI + X”, along with the constantly deepening devel-

ethics (respect, open dialogues, and inclusive culture),

opment of AI covering all sector and multiple fields.

the all-benefiting and altruistic principles of AI to benefit

Meanwhile, discussions on the risks and ethical

people (sharing benefits and building an inclusive

hazards associated with AI in the future are also

society), the conscientious and self-disciplined princi-

increasing. We should not only consider AI from a mere

ples of AI to empower industries (accountability,

technical perspective, but also attach importance to the

self-discipline, and safety), and the open and sharing

social values that AI brings about in empowerment.

principles to develop a trustworthy AI (open innovation
to make technology more reliable), and introduces new

From the perspective of social attributes of AI, “sustain-

concepts and ideas for AI governance.

able development” is a must for building the AI ecology.
The concept of “Sustainable Development of AI”

During the promotion of the framework of sustainable

derives from the United Nations’ (UN) seventeen

development, SenseTime has practiced the principles

world-transforming goals. In other words, achieving the

of sustainable development with practical actions. In

sustainable development of AI may create social values

July 2019, SenseTime established the Committee for AI

apart from achieving economic goals, which is helpful to

Governance and Ethics, and designed the framework

building a community with a shared future for mankind.

for AI risk assessment and management. All projects

In June 2020, the UN launched the Roadmap for Digital

must be reviewed and passed by the committee before

Cooperation, which outlines eight key areas for action,

being launched. SenseTime has also put a lot of efforts

such as achieving universal connectivity and ensuring

in segment industries. For example, on September 23,

digital inclusion for all. This roadmap explains more

2020, SenseTime launched its sub-brand, “SenseTime

clearly the value and implications of sustainable devel-

Education”, which narrows the AI digital gap with a

opment in the era of AI and big data.

series of products such as education platform and
teacher training programs, to deliver more innovative
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On June 22, 2020, SenseTime Intelligent Industry

talents for the AI field. This action represents the UN's

Institute (hereinafter referred to as “SenseTime”) and

sustainable goal of quality education. In the medical

QingYuan Research Institute, Shanghai Jiao Tong

field, the SenseCare®, the AI-supported diagnosis and

University, jointly held the “AI Sustainable Development

treatment system of SenseTime effectively contains the

Forum 2030”, and released the White Paper on the

spread of COVID-19, while improving the efficiency of
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Internet entertainment, masterminded the overall layout of AI and its exponential growth in the smart city industry, and
was the first to put forward the concept of a city-level video analysis center and put it to practice, leading SenseTime
to become the pacesetter in this field. In terms of business promotion, he led the team in establishing major cooperation with strategic customers such as China Mobile, Huawei, Xiaomi, and Honda. It was also due to his decision and
leadership that SenseTime successfully applied for the intelligent vision project of China’s National Open Innovative
Platform for Next-generation AI.
Mr. YANG is an engineering Ph.D. candidate of the Innovation Leadership Program at Tsinghua University, where he
also received his Bachelor’s and Master’s degrees from the Department of Electronic Engineering. He holds 13 PCT
patents, 2 Chinese invention patents, and 2 Chinese utility model patents.
He is currently also the Expert in the Industry Expert Consultant Library of Shenzhen Stock Exchange, the Expert in
the AI Expert Library of MIIT, Member of the Overall Expert Group on AI Social Experimentation of MOST, Managing
Director of the Chinese Association for Artificial Intelligence, Vice President of the Chinese Association of Young Scientists and Technologists, Executive Committee Member of China Committee of 100 of Digital Economy of the Chinese
Institute of Electronics, and Committee Member of the VR/AR Technology and Industry Branch of the Chinese Institute
of Electronics. He was awarded “Beijing Outstanding Young Talent” in 2016.
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It is safe to say that 2020 has been nothing like the year

2020 also marked the official arrival of techlash in many

As an expert in investor/internal/external/government relations, Danil is working with

we were expecting. Plans have been disrupted, travel

parts of Asia. Algorithms enabled shifts in power

national, regional and municipal governments, large enterprises, start-up and investor

postponed, and meetings conducted exclusively online.

dynamics were scrutinized by many governments and

Inter- and intra-national, urban and rural, have and

citizens around the world. The wonky AI policy debates

have-nots fault lines became clearer than ever before.

escaped the halls of universities and think-tanks to run

As the first truly global digital pandemic, the present

wild in the ministerial corridors, corporate boardrooms,

crisis is a perfect stress test for our policies, institutions

street markets and private living rooms as more and

and strategies. It forced us to throw away old assump-

more AI-enabled devices and services entered the lives

tions, ask difficult questions and take nothing for grant-

of millions.

communities on accelerating and securing digital transition around the world and
applying newfound capabilities for solving biggest challenges in health, food and
environmental ecosystems. Danil is most passionate about unlocking both the entrepreneurial and intrapreneurial
potential of individuals and organizations to drive positive change in the world.

ed.
It is customary to differentiate between agricultural and
Yet, the greatest advances in productivity growth

industrial revolutions and their impact on our systems of

normally follow periods of great disruption. While focus-

production, consumption which in turn affect our living

ing on the short-term disruptions of the crisis and its

environment, economies and political systems. In the

mid-term consequences, we cannot lose track of

past centuries we have witnessed at least three agricul-

long-term challenges facing humankind.

tural and four industrials revolutions. With intersection
of physical, cyber and bio worlds, breakthroughs in and

Urbanization, globalization and digitization were the

enabled by AI, happening against the backdrop of grow-

megatrends that shaped societies in the last decades of

ing population, warming planet, competing superpow-

20th century and early 21st. Nowhere was this transfor-

ers and growing consumer consciousness, we will be

mation felt more than in Asia.

seeing the emergence of a new agri-aqua-industrial
revolution. 2021 will be the year, when the social

2020 and its first digital global pandemic marked a new

contract will be rewritten in front of our eyes. This time it

milestone in this evolution. Not only did the crisis force

will be AI-enabled and AI-enabling.

us to rethink the livability of many cities around the
world, it marked a new so far qualitatively but soon
quantitively visible new wave of globalization.
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Who Should Own Our Data?
Data Ownership & Policy
By Steven Hoffman

have strict regulations on how people's medical data

enabling the free flow of information. Only in this way

can be used and shared. We need similar regulations

can we advance both individual and social interests,

on how companies can use and share personal data. In

while not impeding economic growth and constraining

the end, good legislation will need to find a balance

the services we all depend upon.

between protecting people’s personal privacy and

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
With AI’s ability to process and make use of vast

incredibly valuable to society and has so many different

amounts of data, policymakers around the world are

uses.

looking to limit the abuse of people’s personal data. A
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growing number of lawmakers are proposing that

Think about how many ways a person’s name, address,

entrepreneur, and author of several award-winning books. These include Make

individuals own and have exclusive property rights in

birthdate, and other basic data are used. What does it

Elephants Fly (MakeElephantsFly.com), Surviving a Startup (SurvivingAStartup.com),

the data they generate online. This sounds good in

mean to license and restrict this information? Do people

and The Five Forces (FiveForcesBook.com).

theory, but does it solve the fundamental problem of an

need to sign licensing agreements with every app they

asymmetrical marketplace, where large companies

use? And who actually owns this data? The fact is that

profit from this data in ways that may harm individuals

data is information, and to treat it like a commodity

and society?

fundamentally alters its nature and will impact our entire
social system. Before we take this radical step, we need

To rectify this problem, many policymakers believe that

to assess the impact of this type of legislation. Right

that social media and other companies should pay

now, most of the public and private services we take for

people to license their data. This way, the people who

granted rely on the free flow of this data.

generate the data can receive compensation and
control how it’s used. On the surface, this sounds like a

Instead, we should focus on the core problem, which is

great idea, but in practice, most people will wind up

not whether people get paid a small licensing fee but

trading away their privacy rights for very little in the way

regulating how this data is shared and used. Most

of monetary compensation. The fact is that the vast

people care about their privacy, and they want to make

majority of people won’t read the fine print of these

sure their data does not fall into the wrong hands and

licensing terms, and even if they do, they aren’t in a

wind up negatively, impacting their lives or society.

position to understand the repercussions. This means
the idea that they are actually in control, will just be an

We need to recognize that the problem isn’t that people

illusion.

are not getting paid for their data. When someone signs
up for Facebook, it is free precisely because people are

There is also the issue of injecting friction into the flow

agreeing to let the company use their data to make a

of information. The world’s economy thrives on the

profit. Paying people an additional licensing fee to grant

rapid exchange of data. If we bog down the system with

Facebook the right to use it will not change this. The

a lot of complex regulations, it stands to seriously

problem comes later, when companies do not place

impact all the businesses and consumers that rely on

adequate controls on how this data is handled and

this data. Everything from logistics, healthcare and

managed.

advertising to e-commerce, media, and public services
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will be impacted. The reason people’s personal

Policymakers should focus on curbing the abuses,

information is in such high demand is because it is

rather than commoditizing the data. Most countries already
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The Governance of AI in Digital Healthcare
for a Post-Pandemic World Requires
Multistakeholder Partnerships
By Omar Costilla-Reyes

The FDA is currently working on defining how to

Policymakers have the challenge to allow freedom of

legislate Software as a Medical Device (SaMD) that its

innovation in the digital healthcare space, but at the

core component consists of artificial intelligence that

same time, guarantee patient safety and product effica-

learns and adapts over time according to patient’s

cy. The opportunity for digital therapeutics to provide

needs. The FDA is running now a pre-certification

effective digital solutions in healthcare is unique and

model that constantly evaluates companies and

timely for a post-pandemic world, a place where the

products to obtain regulatory approval to offer SaMD AI

digital adoption of healthcare solutions has increased

solutions. The evaluation includes patient safety,

like never seen before.

product quality, clinical responsibility, cybersecurity, and
We have experienced in the last few years an incred-

The regulatory pathway for digital therapeutics is also

ible increase in activity in the digital health space in

difficult to follow for new players in the space. Clinical

the United States and the world. Startups, research,

regulatory approval requires evidence-based products

and investment in the space have never been this

that can only be tested by running large, costly, and

active. The accelerated speed of adoption has been

time-consuming clinical trials.

facilitated by the ongoing global pandemic and the
need to find remote and innovative solutions in

Current solutions in the digital therapeutics space

healthcare.

focus mainly on digitalizing evidence-based healthcare
solutions as interventions, for example, by digitaliz-

The regulatory body that approves the use of digital

ing cognitive behavioral therapy programs for mental

health technologies for clinical applications is the Food

health.

proactive culture.

To revolutionize global digital healthcare, it is required
to align several scientific disciplines such as psycholo-

Countries around the world should use the United

gy and computer science, while at the same time,

states SaMD certification model as inspiration to create

working closely with policymakers to create effective

its legislation, considering the differences in cultural,

and safe solutions that offer an opportunity for a large

societal, and economical contexts.

positive impact on the lives of millions around the world.
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envision an aim of incorporating artificial intelligence
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“digital therapeutics” those are “evidence-based thera-

that learn and change with longitudinal data obtained

healthcare, artificial intelligence, education, and Latin America. In his current

peutic interventions to patients that are driven by

from mobile phones and wearable data to improve the

research, Omar focuses on designing the next generation of artificial intelligence

high-quality software programs to prevent, manage, or

solution’s performance and personalization over time.

methodologies for digital healthcare. Omar obtained his Ph.D. from the University of

treat a broad spectrum of physical, mental, and behav-

This is an early-stage area of research that requires

Manchester in England. His Ph.D. thesis work focused on deep learning in healthcare

ioral conditions” as defined by the digital therapeutics

partnerships in the research, governmental, and indus-

and biometrics in gait analysis. Omar is the founder and president of the Artificial

alliance; a non-profit trade association of industry

trial sectors.

Intelligence Latin American Summit. The goal of the summit is to incentivize leaders
of the Latin American region in government, industry, and academia to invest and develop Artificial Intelligence for

leaders and stakeholders in digital therapeutics.
FDA-approved solutions include drug addiction and

There is also progress in the research of digital

insomnia software, also the first video-game-based

healthcare. In the mental health space, for example,

software solution for the treatment of attention deficit

there are two major digital health initiatives: in the

disorder in children.

United States, the University of California Los Ange-

social benefit.

les has launched a depression grand challenge to
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While a clinical digital intervention offers great promise

research objective measurements of depressive

to alleviate major healthcare issues, its acceptance,

symptoms with mobile devices, this in a large cohort

integration with the healthcare system and policy reform

of patients in partnership with Apple Inc. While in the

have been difficult and are currently in the early stages.

European Union the radar central nervous system

Some of the digital therapeutics model goes after a

initiative aims to explore the potential of wearable

drug-like reimbursement model; not widely accept-

and mobile devices to prevent and treat depression,

ed by policymakers and insurers due to its digital

multiple sclerosis, and epilepsy, also in partnership

nature.

with Janssen Inc.
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The OECD’s AI principles correctly state the potential

civil rights, civil liberties, confidentiality, security, and

risks from AI systems “... should be continually assessed

safety” (in the words of the official U.S. government

and managed”. But how should governments do that?

regulatory guidelines for AI applications). As the Future

University of California, San Diego.

of Life Institute (FLI) and our partners have captured in
For a sense of scale of the governance challenge,

a multitude of formal and informal responses to govern-

consider some of the methods national governments

ment policy proposals issued throughout 2020 (future-

have developed over decades to manage the risk of

oflife.org/policy-work), assessing and managing AI-re-

operating automobiles: regulations on who is allowed

lated risk will be an extremely difficult and complex

to operate automobiles and in what conditions (e.g.,

task.

rules on licenses, intoxication levels, insurance requirements); the engineered design and safety features of

While most governments will admirably try to manage

automobiles (e.g., air bags, headlights); or continuous

the risk, they will not be able to do it properly without

enforcement of rules on how to operate the automobile

constant feedback from experts that understand the

(e.g., traffic citations). And yet, despite being a technolo-

cutting-edge of increasingly capable, rapidly evolving

gy well over 100 years old used across the globe,

AI systems. Thus, turning to 2021 and beyond, civil

governments do not fully manage the negative conse-

society organizations and AI experts will need to

quences of automobiles, as accidents still result in

proactively engage with governments to help develop

over one million deaths annually.

the policy equivalents of seat belt laws, speed limits,
and traffic courts for managing the risk AI systems. In

And unlike automobile accidents, which have a relatively

the United States, this will require robust engagement

defined set of negative consequences, AI systems

with the National Institute of Standards and Technology,

have a vast array of negative consequences that are

which has been legally assigned the herculean task of

much harder to identify and measure. As described in

developing a “voluntary risk management framework

the European Union’s White Paper of AI, these conse-

for trustworthy artificial intelligence systems”. Elsewhere,

quences are “both material (safety and health of

in the European Union, experts will need to work with

individuals, including loss of life, damage to property)

officials to further specify their proposal to conduct

and immaterial (loss of privacy, limitations to the right

“conformity assessments for high-risk AI applications”.

of freedom of expression, human dignity, discrimina-

Having largely taken the important step admitting that

tion for instance in access to employment)”. Further,

there is considerable risk to be managed, in 2021, we

risk management of AI systems will be especially difficult

must now set to the task of developing the best ways

because there is an inherent “risk that AI's pursuit of its

of doing so.

defined goals may diverge from the underlying or
original human intent and cause unintended consequences --- including those that negatively impact privacy,
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AI Governance for the People
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AI governance is closely associated with the concept of

decision making in governance.

“bureaucratic governance” famously described by Max

Petra Ahrweiler

Weber. According to Weber bureaucratic governance, in

It is well-researched in the meantime that algorithmic

contrast to traditional or charismatic governance modes -

decision making in governance can generate discrimi-

legitimises political power by formal, legal, and rational

nation and unfairness, that it may lack accuracy and

Dr. Martin Neumann is research associate at the chair of Prof. Petra Ahrweiler. After a

reference mechanisms. Though Weber acknowledges

flexibility, and that it can lead to severe ethical challeng-

PhD. in history of science, he gained experience in agent-based social simulation with

the gains of bureaucratic governance as efficiency,

es. AI-based governance is challenged by the same

a focus on norms, crime, and conflict. Currently he is working in research projects on

objectivity, and rationality, he deplores the increased

pitfalls of bureaucratic rationality leading to the

societal impacts of artificial intelligence, specifically in AI-based governance practices.

rationalisation in social life as “iron cage” that encages

modernisation crisis in nineteenth century Europe with

individuals in systemic control of a “polar night of icy

regard to reflexive modernisation phenomena.

darkness”.
Thus, how should we escape the iron cage trap of bureauThe frail relationship between subject and society was

cratic governance? The answer might not be “less AI”,

analysed as the main source for anomic social phenom-

but “better AI”, namely AI governance for the people.

ena where the subject-society divide manifested itself

Again, Max Weber can provide a starting point: for

most dramatically. Looking at crisis scenarios today, it is

implementing cultural dynamics and the evolution of

surprising to see the continuity of problems and drivers.

value propositions into AI-based governance, an option

Many contemporary crises are nurtured by the tension

is to re-visit Max Weber’s “Economic Ethics of the

between

society.

World Religions”, extending the unit of analysis from

Because crisis phenomena became overtly complex,

religion to culture, and extending the focus of analysis

interconnected, and global, dealing with them would

from economics to society at large.

subject

and

technology-based

Martin Neumann

require concerted action across the globe.
Using machine learning and NLP techniques can
At first sight, it seems obvious that algorithmic proce-

enable an inventory of knowledge corpora about specif-

dures are efficient, objective, and neutral, unbiased by

ic value systems across the globe. The inventory of

human passion and follow the standards of formal

dynamically changing value systems can help to devel-

rationality. Governance decisions, however, are about

op a set of indicators for measurable effects of mean-

people: they are value decisions. Different societal value

ing-making that can be identified by AI systems. In

propositions concerning justice, equality, responsibili-

order to evaluate AI-based governance ex ante, distrib-

ty, human dignity and rights etc., are responsible for

uted artificial intelligence systems and, in order to

peculiarities of different governance systems across

capture people’s values, hermeneutics, can be further

the globe. Social values are generated and enforced

co-developed for integrating cultural sense-making and

by beliefs, cultural orientations and deeply-rooted

meaning structures into AI-based governance. With this,

meaning structures of societies. Here it is where the

AI governance can become responsible, responsive,

“iron cage” becomes manifest in applying AI to gover-

and deliberate as AI governance for the people.

nance: AI-based governance with its opaque algorithms
does not yet reflect the complex value base of societal
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of imaginaries and possibilities. This turn from diversity

humane approach to living with, or without, AI.

to decoloniality promises greater opportunities for a

From Diversity to Decoloniality: A Critical Turn
By Malavika Jayaram
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of AI, yet their utility and legitimacy are not universally
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accepted. In addition to claims that the proliferation of

The effects of colonialism endure even today, continu-

technology lawyer for over 15 years, she practised law at Allen & Overy, and was Vice

principles and guidelines is about “ethics washing”

ing the process of appropriation and extraction: the

President and Technology Counsel at Citigroup, both in London.

rather than a commitment to real change, and that it

survival of these power dynamics and structures is

furthers the case for industry self-regulation rather than

referred to as coloniality. Scholars have conceptualized

A graduate of the National Law School of India, Malavika has an LL.M. from North-

the enforcement of legally binding rules, a more funda-

Data Colonialism as a digital emanation of these colonial

western University, Chicago. She was a Visiting Scholar at the Annenberg School for

mental set of questions is emerging: about the values

practices, as human behaviour and interactions - repre-

Communication, University of Pennsylvania, and has had fellowships at the University

and norms that are embedded and reified in these

sented by data - are mined and manipulated for materi-

of Sydney and the Institute for Technology & Society, Rio de Janeiro. She taught

frameworks, and - equally importantly - the ones that

al gain. The movement to decolonize data includes,

are not.

among other things, efforts to preserve the sovereignty
and autonomy of data that does not fit neatly into

It has become increasingly common - fashionable even

Western parameters, to have indigenous and marginal-

– to look to multiple sources of values, such as Shinto-

ized communities control their information and their

ism or Ubuntu philosophy, in an attempt to make the AI

stories, and to decolonize research methodologies and

governance discourse more “inclusive”. This trend,

practices.

India’s first course on information technology and law in 1997.
Malavika was previously a member of the Executive Committee of the IEEE Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous
and Intelligent Systems, and an Associate Fellow with Chatham House (the Royal Institute of International Affairs), as
part of its Asia-Pacific Programme. She was also a member of the High-level Expert Advisory Group to the OECD
project, “Going Digital: Making the Transformation Work for Growth and Well-being”.

however well-intentioned, is often restricted to a cosmetic
exercise, cherry-picking concepts and anecdotes without

To the extent that AI embeds and amplifies data

engaging more critically with the structures and histories

colonialism at scale, it has a disproportionate impact on

that they embody, or with the dominant narratives and

the production of meaning and the construction of

patterns of power that AI systems can internalize and

reality, even of algorithmic “truth”. As such, it contains

amplify. These philosophies are often co-opted and

the capacity to diminish or erase other systems of

remixed by scholars and actors with privilege, on

knowledge production and sense-making. The turn to

stages and in spaces that either remain closed to the

Decolonial AI is a conversation about resisting, undoing

cultures and communities that they borrow from or

and providing alternatives to the dominant values,

appropriate, or that fetishize them to perform diversity.

assumptions and biases that make AI systems oppressive, inequitable, and unsustainable. As scholars
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A growing body of scholarship rejects the idea of “inclu-

continue to identify and study sites of coloniality, such

sion” as paternalistic and inequitable - Who is doing the

as predictive policing, welfare systems, and identity

including? Into what? On what terms? How is it entrench-

cards, which embed and perpetuate colonial histories

ing and reproducing pre-existing power dynamics? - and

and stereotypes about race, criminality, and poverty,

offers decolonial theory as a lens to understand the

the field of AI governance will expand from one that

residue of coloniser-colonised relationships that contin-

enshrines a narrow, homogenous idea of universal

ues to shape and produce digital technologies including AI.

values, to one that supports a genuinely pluralistic set
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Governing Artificial Intelligence:
from Principles to Law

Finally, it is essential for policymakers to consider not

just one area but in ever more domains of our lives -

only the individual harms that can arise from the use of

accumulatively - risks shaking the foundations of our

AI systems, but also the collective and societal harms.

moral, democratic and societal infrastructures. Only

When taking a long-term perspective, it becomes more

by acknowledging this risk can we take steps to

visible how the delegation of human autonomy in not

tackle it.

By Nathalie Smuha
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If 2019 was the year that AI governance debates shifted

result in enforceable legislation. Moreover, they are still

“from principles to practice”, 2020 marked the year that

regional in scope, whereas many of the risks raised by

(AI) and other new technologies. Her research focuses particularly on the impact of AI

this shift took a new turn, namely “from principles to

AI require a global approach. In addition, further

on human rights and societal values. Nathalie regularly advises governments and

law”. It became increasingly apparent that some of the

interdisciplinary research is needed to better identify,

international organizations on AI-related policy matters. She is involved in the Council

risks posed by the development and use of AI are

understand and mitigate AI’s potential adverse effects.

of Europe’s Ad Hoc Committee on Artificial Intelligence (CAHAI) as an independent

simply too substantial to be left to mere guidelines or to

The work to secure an appropriate legal framework for

expert, and a member of the OECD’s Network of Experts on AI (ONE AI). She also

the self-regulatory goodwill of private actors. This

AI that can protect citizens globally is thus far from over.

worked at the European Commission (DG Connect) where she coordinated the work

realization was spurred not only by media coverage of

However, the path on which the abovementioned

of the High-Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence and contributed to EU

problematic AI applications and by vocal civil society

policymakers embarked is encouraging, and can hope-

policy-making on AI. Nathalie is a qualified attorney at the New York Bar, and previously

organizations, but also by private actors themselves,

fully set an example for others to follow. Going forward,

worked as a lawyer in an international law firm. She holds degrees in Law and Philoso-

some of which openly began to ask for binding rules that

I would like to raise three points that should be kept in

provide legal certainty, while simultaneously enhancing

mind.

Institute, where she examines legal and ethical questions around Artificial Intelligence

phy from the KU Leuven, and an LL.M. from the University of Chicago School of Law.

citizens’ trust. Consequently, policymakers started to
examine more carefully the legal gaps impeding effective

First, AI policies and regulations should embrace a

protection against the harmful effects of certain AI

holistic perspective. AI systems do not exist in isolation,

applications.

but are part of a broader socio-technical environment.
This environment encompasses the numerous actors

Thus, building on the work of its High-Level Expert

and processes that are involved in the lifecycle of AI

Group on AI, the European Commission published a

systems, as well as the data they use and the infrastruc-

White Paper that maps a number of gaps in the EU

ture they run on. Governing AI hence also requires

legal order, and provides a blueprint for new regulation

appropriate measures to govern data flows and digital

to be proposed in 2021. Furthermore, the Council of

infrastructures.

Europe’s Ad Hoc Committee on AI (CAHAI) published a
Feasibility Study that examines the potential elements

Second, it must be ensured that the seats around the

of a legal framework for the development, design and

negotiation table for AI regulation are sufficiently diverse.

application of AI, based on its standards in the field of

Too often, the most marginalized individuals and commu-

human rights, democracy and the rule of law. It provides

nities are first in line to suffer the negative effects of

an overview of existing binding and non-binding instru-

harmful AI applications, thereby entrenching and deep-

ments applicable to AI, lists their (dis)advantages and -

ening inequities and problematic power relationships.

on that basis - puts forward essential rights and obliga-

Therefore, not only those who have something to gain,

tions that could be included in a future binding instru-

but also those who have something to lose should be

ment, such as an international convention.

represented in AI governance debates and help shape
AI’s legal framework.

Of course, it may well take years before these initiatives
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The COVID-19 Pandemic and the Geopolitics
of AI Development
By Wendell Wallach

In addition to a tragic loss of lives and stressed health-

is its distrust of China. Indeed, the Biden administration

care systems, the 2020 pandemic forced the shutdown

has an opportunity to reset U.S. policy towards China,

of vast segments of local, national, and international

but it will be difficult to alter the present course in light of

economic activity. And yet, as work, education, and play

the continued U.S. public’s distrust regarding Chinese

moved online, there was a dramatic acceleration in the

intentions.

growth of the digital economy, including investments in

of 5G, will again sever the world into two spheres of

Making conscious tradeoffs between near- and

influence with potentially ruinous outcomes.

longer-term national benefits and geopolitical stability is always difficult, regardless of the circumstanc-

The advent of the Biden administration still offers the

es. Nonetheless, in this case, as we look towards the

possibility of a reset for U.S. relations with China,

future, I would argue, it is essential for international

and cooperation on serious issues such as cyberse-

security to ensure pandemic recovery, to enable a

curity, biosecurity, AI-enabled weaponry, and geoen-

collective response to global warming, and to mitigate

gineering. But for this to happen, all factions will

undesirable societal impacts arising out of the accel-

need to take active steps towards that goal in 2021.

erating digital transformation.
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to see that goals projected out 3 - 5 years were being

COVID-19. Simultaneously, the politicization of the

Slipping beyond Our Control. In addition, he co-authored (with Colin Allen) Moral

surpassed in the second half of the year.

pandemic in the U.S. led to horrific death tolls and

Machines: Teaching Robots Right From Wrong. The eight volume Library of Essays

stressed hospitals in a country that prides itself on being

on the Ethics of Emerging Technologies (edited by Wallach) was published by

During this period, work on AI ethics and governance

a leader in medical research and healthcare. This, in turn,

Routledge in Winter 2017. He received the World Technology Award for Ethics in

progressed from the elucidation of principles for guiding

it revealed weaknesses in American democratic institu-

2014 and for Journalism and Media in 2015, as well as a Fulbright Research Chair

AI research and systems design, to procedures and

tions.
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policies for the deployment of AI-based technologies. In
China, the continuing rollout of a digital credit system

I have long pointed out the ways in which Americans do

coincided with a wider discussion of AI ethics focused

not understand China and the Chinese misunderstand

primarily on privacy concerns and the abuse of person-

the U.S. Furthermore, I have been underscoring the

al data. In Europe and the U.S. civil liberty advocates

serious need for international cooperation in the devel-

led efforts to place limits on the use of facial recognition

opment of emerging technologies and in climate policy,

technologies. These initiatives were largely successful

to avoid disastrous consequences that will seriously

due to increasing awareness that the algorithms used in

undermine prospects for current and future genera-

facial recognition systems are alarmingly high in yielding

tions. While there has been an increase in countries

inaccurate results, and therefore should not be used for

giving minimal expression to the need for cooperation

law enforcement and other critical activities.

and a degree of coordination in the development of AI
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and other emerging technologies, there has also been
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During 2020, the bifurcation of the digital economy into

little tangible progress. Countries in the West increas-

two spheres of influence, championed by the Trump

ingly coalesce into governance alliances in which

administration, proceeded with little evidence of abate-

China and Russia are either excluded or invited to

ment. The U.S. has been weakened as a geopolitical

join, only if they abide by pre-established rules.

force, as once nascent authoritarian and anti-democrat-

There is active debate among many in the West as to

ic tendencies coalesced into an active political force

whether sharing standards and AI policies with China

under Donald Trump. While the U.S. is deeply divided

is in their own country’s best interest. Competing

politically, one area in which the public generally concurs

standards for infrastructure, particularly in the rollout
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Mitigating Legacies of Inequality:
Global South Participation in AI Governance

Technology Movement, with a primary goal of transi-

ethos is a pre-requisite for meaningful Global South

tioning from technologies that reinforce depen-

participation, robust discussions of risk mitiga-

dency dynamics, to technologies that support the

tion, and preventing locked-in inequalities.

self-determination of developing countries. Such

By Marie-Therese Png
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In a historic year defined by the COVID-19 pandemic

barriers to meaningful political participation of Global

and global protests for racial justice, it is no surprise

South stakeholders. If state, and civil society, actors

systems. She was previously Technology Advisor to the UN Secretary General’s High

that the historic arc of structural inequality has been

cannot act unilaterally to protect their interests, or

Level Panel on Digital Cooperation, working on technology policy domains including

spotlighted in AI governance.

forge contextualised governance, AI governance

digital inclusion, lethal autonomous weapons, cybersecurity, and algorithmic racial

initiatives will enact what Professor Ruha Benjamin

discrimination with special focus on multi-stakeholder coalition building and advocat-

AI governance initiatives recognise their responsibili-

terms “techno-benevolence” - interventions that intend

ing for geographic representation. Marie-Therese has worked with Google DeepMind

ties in ensuring AI deployment and regulation do not

to address inequalities, but instead reproduce or deepen

on AI value alignment, co-authoring the peer-reviewed academic paper Decolonial

“lock-in” intra and international inequalities. According-

dependency and extractivism. Moreover, policies

Theory as Socio-technical Foresight in Artificial Intelligence Research, and is a

ly, we see greater efforts towards heterogeneous

will be replicated across jurisdictions in ways that are

member of the IEEE Ethically Aligned AI Classical Ethics Committee.

representation in constructing guardrails and princi-

incompatible with the goals and constraints of

ples. For example, the UN Secretary-General's 2020

developing countries.

political decolonisation efforts in the governance of autonomous decision making

Her research includes case study work on facial recognition in Singapore's smart city ecosystem with a lens of digital
human rights and non-Western perspectives in AI governance, and has worked across technology ethics and systemic

Roadmap for Digital Cooperation called for greater
participation of Africa, South America and Central Asia

In DeepMind’s 2020 Decolonial AI paper, my co-au-

in AI governance, to rebalance the discourse monopo-

thors Dr. Shakir Mohamed, Dr. William Isaac, and I

ly held by North America, Europe and China.

posit that we cannot understand present AI inequali-

harms at the MIT Media Lab and the Harvard AI Initiative. Marie-Therese was a co-organiser in the NeurIPS Resistance AI workshop, the MIT BioSummit biohacking movement, and the first AI Roundtable at the World Government
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ties, or anticipate their futures, without looking at their
As Jasanoff and Hurlbut remind us, we must be aware

historic trajectories. The first-mover advantages and

of “who sits at the table, what questions and concerns

exclusionary path dependencies we see today are, in

are sidelined and what power asymmetries are shap-

part, living relics from our colonial histories. When we

ing the terms of debate”. Strategies for harms mitiga-

seek to increase Global South representation, we

tion cannot be defined by those who benefit from AI

recognise that “Global South” describes a geography

systems, but must be defined by those who know and

which emerged from legacies of colonialism.

experience the costs.
The existence of coalitions such as the G77 and Non
For example, Dr. Eugenio Vargas Garcia identifies that

Aligned Movement, key in the decolonisation and

though lethal autonomous weapons are likely to be

independence movements in Africa, Asia, Latin Ameri-

deployed first in conflict zones in the developing world,

ca and other regions, affirm the continuities of

many of these regions are completely absent in the

colonialism in contemporary global inequality. Today,

regulatory discourse. Exporting harms of AI systems

these coalitions represent two-thirds of UN member-

to marginalised populations or low/middle-income

ship, and 55% of the global population. They are a

countries via beta-testing is well documented.

platform for Global South countries to articulate collective interests and promote South-South cooperation.

In order to convene effective stakeholder coalitions to
mitigate harms, we must first identify structural
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In 2020 Professor Ulises Mejias proposed a Non Aligned
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Artificial Intelligence Needs More
Natural Intelligence
By Markus Knauff
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When AI was born, it was mainly a joint enterprise of

easy problems. Here are some results from cognitive

Foundation (DFG) funded 15 research projects from psychology, AI, philosophy, and

computer science and psychology. The goal was to

psychology that can help to build future AI system that

logic to understand the nature of human rationality. Knauff’s research focuses on

build machines that think like humans. The interdisci-

comes closer to human-level intelligence:

reasoning and rationality in natural and artificial cognitive systems. Methodologically
he combines psychological experiments, computational modeling, and neuroimaging

plinary collaboration even resulted in a new academic
discipline, cognitive science, which studies information

1. When people think about the world, they mentally

processing in all kinds of biological and technical

simulate real, hypothetical, or imaginary situations.

systems. Today, the huge commercial success of deep

2. Human reasoning is defeasible, i.e., people retract

learning has pushed this collaboration into the

previously drawn conclusions in light of new evidence.

background of AI. In fact, the field is becoming increas-

3. For humans, logical connectives such as if, then, all,

ingly anti-psychological. Deep learning systems are

some, none, etc., have different meanings than in classi-

inspired by human learning, but today they learn in a

cal logic.

very different way than humans. As a result, they can be

4. Humans often use shortcuts and heuristics that lead

easily fooled and produce many errors. Nevertheless,

to useful but logically invalid conclusions.

they are successful because they can discover latent

5. People can generate conclusions on their own rather

patterns of relevance by analysing large amounts of

than just evaluate them.

data generated by humans. However, the limitations of

6. The discovery of an inconsistency often causes

this approach are already on the horizon. One reason is

humans to abandon a previous belief. In this way, the

the devastating inability of AI systems to reason and

cognitive system avoids the explosion of conclusions.

draw inferences. Consider the following inferences:

7. When multiple conclusions are possible, human

to understand the neural correlates of cognition and behavior. He worked on AI projects for many years, but then
returned to human cognition as AI became increasingly anti-psychological. Now he sees the potential (and need) of
re-psychologizing AI. His most recent publications include: Space to Reason: A Spatial Theory of Human Thought
(2013) and The Handbook of Rationality (2021, together with the Philosopher W. Spohn), both with MIT Press.

reasoners prefer just one of them, but systematically
1. If it rains, the street gets wet.

ignore others. This is an instance of the principal of

It rains.

cognitive economy that guides many thinking, reason-

Therefore, the street gets wet.

ing, and decision-making processes in human beings.

2. The spy is in Berlin or in Paris, but not both.

AI should incorporate such insights from cognitive

The spy is in Paris.

psychology to develop systems that interact with

Therefore, he is not in Berlin.

humans and produce results that are understood and
accepted by the user. Cognitive scientists have begun
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Solving such inference lies in the core of intelligence

to implement computational reasoning systems that

and is trivial for most human beings. Yet, if we ask

reflect these core principles of natural intelligence. AI

Alexa, Siri, or other virtual assistant AI systems you get

should not lag behind these developments and become

answers that are complete nonsense. It is hard to imag-

more psychological again to make technical systems

ine AI making further progress if it is unable to solve such

more intelligent.
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Limits of Risk Based Frameworks in
Developing Countries
By Urvashi Aneja
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Many countries around the world, including India, are

coin. These capacities are currently limited in India, and

developing risk-based frameworks for the governance

greater investments are needed in interdisciplinary

of AI. Risk based frameworks are perhaps appropriate

research and public communication. Trust in judicial systems

to fuel innovation. But they are inappropriate for devel-

and institutions is also paramount - the absence of adequate

oping countries like India, where AI is viewed as a tool

grievance redressal mechanisms for many digitally enabled

to address complex development and governance

governance interventions in India do not bode well for

challenges. The stakes and trade-offs are different for

building such trust.

developing countries because emerging technologies
like AI are shaping development and state building

Rather than thinking of AI governance in terms of

trajectories. Low levels of regulatory and institutional

specific high or low risk products and services, it is

capacity pose further challenges to the suitability of risk

more fruitful to think of AI as a field of research - how we

based approaches. Risk based approaches can create

enable more responsible AI research and innovation? It

regulatory blind-spots with regard to disparate impacts

is also helpful to adopt an infrastructural lens when

for vulnerable populations and systemic risks. Assess-

thinking about AI governance. This focuses our atten-

ing risk is not an objective exercise; it is deeply embed-

tion on a wider range of issues that need to be

ded in socio-cultural values and priorities. Risk based

governed - from the political economy of AI innovation

approaches also face methodological and epistemic

trajectories, to the invisible labor enabling AI growth, to

challenges - even while some AI applications have a

the societal impacts of AI. It also helps establish a certain

low risk, their cumulative effect could be large. While

set of values for anchoring or steering AI governance.

these concerns may be less paramount from the
perspective of enabling innovation, they are certainly

Finally, ethical frameworks may be inadequate for

crucial from a development perspective.

industry self-regulation, but at a societal level, we need
to have far greater conversations about the ethics of

Part of the problem for regulators around the world,

automated and algorithmic decision making - we need

including India, has been to establish a threshold for

to make important societal choices about where and

regulatory intervention. Risk based approaches are

how we want to introduce AI systems. At a time of grow-

tempting in this regard, but to work, there needs to be

ing surveillance and authoritarianism around the world,

open, inclusive, and transparent dialogue around risk

drawing a clear red line on the use of automated facial

identification and assessment. For this process to be

recognition and emotional recognition systems, by

meaningful, it is essential that civil society has the

public and private actors, should be a priority.

knowledge and capacity to evaluate the impact of AI;
transparency and expertise are two sides of the same
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to a large extent, on our ability to govern its develop-

tion on AI governance becomes, the better.

ment, deployment, and use. The more global coopera-

Global Cooperation on AI Governance:
Let’s Do Better in 2021
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cooperation initiatives on AI governance are built by

We will do better in 2021 if we make room for many

developed and often Western countries that then seek

more people at the AI governance table, internationally,

to engage others. By design, they cater to the

regionally, and domestically. Our collective ability to

values and interests of the selected few who are

ensure AI goes well for the whole of humanity depends,
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AI in Pandemic Response: Realising the Promise
By Seán Ó hÉigeartaigh

must be able to address ethics and governance with

[2]Tzachor, A., Whittlestone, J., Sundaram, L., &

urgency, through better use of foresight and ethics by

hÉigeartaigh, S. Ó. (2020). Artificial intelligence in a

design; having a strong focus on and support for robust-

crisis needs ethics with urgency. Nature Machine

ness and reliability; and through fast-moving oversight

Intelligence, 2(7), 365-366. https://-

bodies and cross-society consultative methods

[2, 3]

. Above

doi.org/10.1038/s42256-020-0195-0

all, it is essential that we build on this crisis to be

[3]Cave, S., Whittlestone, J., Nyrup, R., O

better-prepared for future pandemics. In this crucial

hEigeartaigh, S., & Calvo, R. A. (2021). Using AI

challenge, the potential for AI to aid us remains immense.

ethically to tackle covid-19. BMJ, n364. https://doi.org/10.1136/bmj.n364

Responding to COVID-19 has galvanised the AI

pressures on society. This makes it more difficult to train

research and governance communities in 2020, as it

and deploy AI systems with confidence in many

has the world at large. AI and digital technologies were

contexts. In particular:

touted early on in many quarters as being key to the
response; and indeed, the early signs were promising.

3. Data. Many potential AI applications, from deep

Blue Dot, an AI-based outbreak identification and track-

learning-based analysis of lung CT scans, to predicting

ing system, provided one of the first warnings of the

population health outcomes, need large, diverse, repre-

outbreak in January. Thousands of papers described

sentative datasets to be trained to sufficiently robust

AI-based applications across the prediction and

performance. In practice, data has been sparser, and

response process, from outbreak modelling, to drug

scattered across research groups and countries.
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some individual reflections:

use across jurisdictions can be an opaque process,
especially for smaller groups. In the UK, a centralised

1. Hype vs boring reality. Technology is wonderful, but

approach to digital contact tracing, which would have

the core of pandemic response remains tried and trusted

been a rich resource for ML analysis, was initially favoured

techniques - investments in public health, including

by government; however well-justified concerns about

sufficient PPE and hospital health capacity; (manual)

privacy and data governance from civil society groups

contact tracing; quarantining, and so forth. AI can play a
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role in supporting this, but for now still a limited one.
Indeed, over-focusing on technological solutions can

The COVID-19 crisis still has years to run, during which

divert attention and resources away from the basics.

AI can be far more useful. There are pressing steps in
AI governance that can be taken to support this. I
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2. A new challenge. AI, and particularly ML systems,

highlight in particular the recommendations on global

work well when we can learn from the past to predict

research- and data-sharing, and data governance

or act in the future. COVID-19 was a new disease, with

described in the GPAI report [1]. There is also a role for

new symptoms affecting populations in a novel way,

privacy-preserving ML and other approaches to secure

and creating a relatively novel set of challenges and

data use. To avoid mistakes and ensure public trust, we
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From Principles to Actions:
Governing and Using AI for Humanity
By Cyrus Hodes

In 2020 the Global Governance of AI, or at least discussions in various fora on the ethics of AI, have gathered
momentum and everyone now is (or should be) focusing on translating these principles into action.
As usual, one of the most active and globally influential
platforms is the OECD, since the adoption of their
principles by the G20 last year in Japan, reaffirmed this
year at the Saudi Arabia S20. The launch of the AI
observatory (OECD.AI) was successful into bringing
together truly cross-disciplinary views, conducting deep
dives into AI policy, exploring countries’ AI initiatives,
and very importantly, better assessing the impact of AI
systems through a framework that understands
Contexts, Data & Input, AI Models, and Tasks & Output.
In Europe, the EU Parliament’s Panel for the Future of
Science and Technology (STOA) has launched a
partnership with the OECD Global Parliamentary
Network, with a focus on the promotion of trustworthy
and human-centered AI, as well as shared reflections
on the future development of AI. This initiative brought
together Members of Parliament from 42 countries and
represents an important step toward multilateral coordination on the governance of AI.
An important milestone in AI Governance in 2020 was
the launch of the UN Secretary General’s Roadmap for
Digital Collaboration in May, based on the recommendations of the High-Level Panel on Digital Cooperation.
Besides Recommendation 3C on Artificial Intelligence,
Recommendation 1B on Digital Public Goods has
validated and highlighted the work of the Global Data
Access Framework (GDAF). In particular, it calls for the
utilization of big data and artificial intelligence to create
“digital public goods in the form of actionable real-time
and predictive insights, critical for all stakeholders,
including the United Nations, as they can serve to
identify new disease outbreaks, counter xenophobia
and disinformation and measure impacts on vulnerable
populations, among other relevant challenges”. Whereas the Secretary General goes on to point out “efforts
such as the Global Data Access Framework, which is
aimed at developing technical infrastructure to enable
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and scale up the sharing of data in all modalities to speed
up the processes for creating quality digital public goods”.
The GDAF exercise is co-led by the UN Global Pulse
initiative, the AI Initiative of The Future Society (TFS)
and the Noble Intelligence initiative of McKinsey, and
has over 120 stakeholders, including major technology
firms, academic institutions, non-governmental organizations and UN agencies. We are aiming at publishing
a blueprint in the first quarter of 2021, followed by a
Minimum Viable Product (MVP) of how various types of
data could be shared or given access to, in order to run
AI systems to help us get to the Sustainable Development Goals.
In 2020, the World Bank has played an important role
to help emerging countries adopt and implement
national AI strategies (and the AI Initiative was honored
to take part in this exercise, the same way we are
working on the Rwanda National AI Strategy, with GIZ
and the World Economic Forum).
Another relevant platform advancing the international
governance of AI is the Global Partnership on AI
(GPAI), launched by France and Canada. 2020 saw this
partnership consolidate its global role to discuss
Responsible AI, Data Governance, Innovation and
Commercialization as well as the Future of Work. A very
timely subgroup has been created under Responsible
AI for focus on AI-based solutions for the Pandemic
Response. GPAI’s 15 founding members are Australia,
Canada, France, Germany, India, Italy, Japan, Mexico,
New Zealand, the Republic of Korea, Singapore, Slovenia, the United Kingdom, the United States and the
European Union. They were joined by Brazil, the
Netherlands, Poland and Spain in December 2020.
There is a strong drive to open GPAI to the Global
South and finding a mechanism to have China join as
one of the world leading AI powers only makes sense to
me.
The Future Society has worked closely with GPAI and
their members and published two seminal reports on
both the Responsible AI grou,p as well as on the pandem-

ic response, both can be accessed here: https://gpai.ai/projects/responsible-ai/ and here: https://gpai.ai/projects/ai-and-pandemic-response/.
Part of the work on the pandemic, nicely springing the
OECD AI Principles into action, is the CAIAC (pronounced
“kayak”) project that I have the pleasure to co-lead,
together with Stanford Human-Centered AI (HAI), Stability.ai, various UN partners, starting with UNESCO, and
supported by the Patrick J. McGovern Foundation.
CAIAC is a platform designed to increase our common
knowledge about the COVID-19 virus and to give
unique decision-making support. It dynamically maps
knowledge about the virus and its impact by connecting
localized initiatives and interventions. Such a platform
is important in policy making, giving our leaders direct
access to relevant knowledge, based on human intelligence and augmented by AI, and available data sets to
tackle health aspects of the crisis, as well as the social,
economic and financial responses needed to get out of
this crisis in a globally coordinated fashion. We know
other pandemics will emerge, and we are also facing
dormant crisis highlighted by the UN Sustainable
Development Goals, starting with Climate Change as a
strong case in point calling for globally coordinated
actions, augmented by AI systems following up the
CAIAC knowledge gathering and sharing model.
If anything, 2020 has highlighted the dire need for
global coordination in times of crisis. One can only
regret that partisan politics, instead of common sense,
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has limited global coordination through essential multilateral actors (the WHO being a case in point), but we
remain hopeful that in this decade of action for the UN
SDGs, more AI for SDG initiatives will blossom, such as
the AI4SDGs think tank from the Beijing Academy of
Artificial Intelligence (BAAI), with the support of Baidu,
Megvi, Yitu and Didi, or the Oxford Initiative on
AI×SDGs led by Saïd Business School with the support
of Facebook, Google and Amazon. This also clearly
points out for an increased role of the UN in bringing
together not only governments, but also leading AI
platforms in the East and the West, to foster AI based
projects to tackle the complex systems that are the
SDGs. Hopefully 2021 will allow us to bring these
projects together.
Finally, we have been working on a couple of impactful
projects with world governments and UN partners (e.g.:
UNICRI) to deploy AI systems against human trafficking
and to educate law enforcement agencies on existing AI
tools to identify and get rid of Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM) online. These are very concrete, practical
cases where we can leverage the power of AI while
helping government and policy makers tackle humanity’s challenges. We hope that, as world leaders better
embrace the potential of AI systems and implement
various AI Principles, large scale, ambitious AI for good
programs will be deployed in 2021 with a strong global
coordination, emulating collaborations of the CERN or
ISSS programs.
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The Governance Approach of Artificial
Intelligence in the European Union
By Eva Kaili

Artificial Intelligence grows to be a critical technology

oppression or discrimination. Retaining freedom of

which is expected not only to change business models

choice in a human-centric AI that would prevent brain

and our life as consumers, it most importantly challeng-

computer interfaces challenging the nature and future

es traditional models and notions of citizenship.

of humanity. In contrast to the trends of the Fourth

European Union is in the core of this transformation,

Industrial Revolution towards inequalities and dehu-

aspiring to introduce to the World a third path; neither

manization, technology and innovation best practices

the model of surveillance capitalism advanced by the

need now to be bent back towards the service of

United States nor the model of digital imperialism

humanity, and Europe could lead as a global rules and

advanced by China. Europe brings to the front a third

standards setter for the Fifth Industrial Revolution. The

approach that accelerates innovation and the uses of

European principle-based framework for AI systems

Artificial Intelligence without compromising the privacy

must translate and establish by law, with respect to our

rights of the citizens, without discounting the ownership

rights in the digital age. At the foundational level, this

and value of the data that the people produce, and

framework must guarantee higher transparency and

without violating the safety and quality of life of the

accountability, define the liability of AI systems, estab-

people in the labyrinth of applications and means of

lishing standards to trace, audit, explain, appeal and

data collection.

reverse decisions made by AI during its entire lifecycle.

Europe introduces a model of governance based on the

The rapid development of automation in Europe must

fundamental notion of technological neutrality, where

not reflect mistakes of the past; AI algorithms and

the regulator sets the principles and the market comes

systems must be trained on diversified sets, and their

and applies the principle by defining the standards of

objectives have to be clearly defined and controlled to

the product or service. The game changer in this

avoid risks of bias and discrimination or data poisoning.

approach is that the standards comply to strict and

Decisions made by AI must be aligned with the collec-

fundamental principles for customer protection, social

tive ethical fabric that defines Europe throughout the

inclusion, human rights, privacy and non-discrimination,

lifecycle of intelligent systems and follow clear red lines,

that EU is a global model of safeguarding.

such as the risk-based approach that would, for exam-
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ple, completely ban research in autonomous lethal
The European Institutions worked systematically in the

weapons or conscious AI. The high-risk applications

last year to establish this competitive framework that we

should alert us of the fragility of our common values, as

aspire to become the global standard in AI. This frame-

well as our rights as citizens, our responsibilities as

work aims to elevate people’s trust in AI and ensure that

policy-makers and our obligations to future generations.

in the digital age, people co-exist with intelligent
systems without fearing exclusion, manipulation,
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The Third Way: the EU's Approach to
AI Governance
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Good intentions should be followed by concrete

Trust and trustworthiness continue to form a red

Most recently, Charlotte was the Coordinator of the European Commission’s High-Level

actions. It is clear that this principle also holds for the

thread for the EU’s activities with regards to AI.

Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence. Formerly, she was a Researcher at the Lever-

development and deployment of AI that performs in a

Indeed, the ability to encourage a flourishing ecosys-

reliable and secure manner. Recent years were filled

tem with trustworthy AI for users, citizens and the

with scoping the ethical and policy landscape with

environment is seen as a major advantage for the EU

regards to AI, spearheaded in the European Union (EU)

to harness and a risk-based approach to regulation as

by the High Level Expert Group on AI, an independent

one that may help ensure proportionality.

advisory group to the European Commission and
Building on the Ethics Guidelines on Trustworthy AI’s

European Union Member States agree to cooperate

seven key requirements for trustworthy AI, the regula-

and coordinate their actions on a number of related

tory proposal uses this non-binding framework to

policy areas. We can now see this work growing roots.

develop requirements for high-risk AI systems, that is,

Most notably, the EU has taken concrete steps towards

those that fall under the regulatory scope. High-risk AI

regulating AI. While the process will be long, the first

systems, or cases, are defined by two criteria: if the

outlines are already evident and have been presented

sector itself is high risk (e.g. healthcare, transport etc.)

in the White Paper on AI: A European Approach to

and if the intended use involves high risk (e.g. injury,

Excellence and Trust, where proposals for ethical

death, significant material/immaterial damage). Manda-

considerations,

technical

tory requirements for AI systems in the proposed legal

infrastructure intertwine to create what the European

framework are applicable if both of the aforemen-

Commission sees as two sides of a coin: an “ecosystem

tioned criteria hold (i.e. cumulative criteria). The White

of trust” and an “ecosystem of excellence”. This brief

Paper also suggests that cases such as biometric

piece will elaborate further on the ecosystem of trust.

identification and the use of AI for recruitment process-

obligations

and

World Economic Forum’s AI Council, consulted Element AI as an Advisor on their
European AI engagement and served as a Policy Officer at the European Commission’s Robotics and AI Unit where
she managed over 18m in projects.
Charlotte is awarded as a 2020 Forbes’ 30 under 30 (Europe) and was named a Young Global Shaper by the World
Economic Forum.

fortified through the Coordinated Plan on AI, where

legal

hulme Centre for the Future of Intelligence, University of Cambridge, a Fellow to the

es should be seen as high risk. Moreover, non-high
The framework for the “ecosystem of trust” aims to

risk applications may have the option to partake in a

outline the regulatory framework that the European

voluntary labelling scheme also, drawing on the seven

Commission will solidify in early 2021, with the goal of

key requirements for trustworthy AI.

regulating all high risk AI systems within the EU. As a
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global first, the risk based approach to regulation is

The road towards a proportionate regulation for AI and

ambitious and advocates an approach that adequately

implementing it within the ecosystem is still long and

addresses risks of AI systems whilst promoting their

rocky, but the EU is taking steps towards achieving

development and uptake.

this goal.
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In the last year, AI regulatory frameworks have finally

identified seven key requirements AI technologies

Government Summit in Dubai, with over 200 attendees. Caroline was a Youth

begun to emerge, advancing beyond mere “AI Princi-

should respect as well as a regulatory framework

Delegate to the United Nations for two years with the French delegation. She has a

ples”. One cornerstone of this change is the realization

adopting a risk management approach. In addition, the

dual master’s degree in International Relations from Peking University and Sciences

that, rather than impeding innovation, regulation can

Commission

Po Paris and a bachelor’s degree in political sciences from Sciences Po Paris. Caro-

fuel development by inspiring public trust. To hold the

software within the scope of product regulation and

public trust and avoid another AI Winter, AI governance

ensuring the safety of AI systems across economic

must factor in a “blind-spots radar” to reduce the risk of

actors in supply chains.

recommended

including

stand-alone

line was named one of the 100 Brilliant Women in AI Ethics in 2021.

unforeseen calamities.
Regulators in the US and the EU understand the risks
Regulators in the United States have maintained a light

of technology backlash, knowing that accidents or

touch while prioritizing public trust. Building on AI princi-

failures could provoke public fear, as has happened

ples developed by the Defense Department and the

before. The Three Mile Island Nuclear Accident in 1979

intelligence community, in December 2020, President

inhibited the development of the US nuclear power

Trump issued an Executive Order outlining nine princi-

industry for 30 years, while in Europe the public has

ples agencies must meet when designing, developing,

shied away from genetically modified foods due to various

or acquiring AI applications. It also calls for comprehen-

food safety issues including the Mad Cow disease.

sive inventories of AI deployments within agencies and

Conversely, the aviation industry enjoys public confidence,

a roadmap for improved policy guidance on AI use.

thanks to robust safety certification processes and visible

These regulatory principles encourage innovation by

processes for investigating accidents.

reducing uncertainty. “The ongoing adoption and acceptance of AI will depend significantly on public trust”, the

However, regulators on both sides of the Atlantic have

executive order states. “Agencies must therefore

yet to verify risk assessment criteria and risk manage-

design, develop, acquire, and use AI in a manner that

ment strategies. Processes to monitor and reassess

fosters public trust and confidence while protecting

technology for the appearance of “unknown unknowns”

privacy, civil rights, civil liberties, and American values”.

still need to be developed. Over 150 experts have

To oversee and implement the U.S. national AI strategy,

signed the “Foresight in AI Regulation Open Letter” to

the White House established the National Artificial

the European Commission urging them to keep and

Intelligence Initiative Office in January 2021. The next

strengthen the proposed regulation, even though some

few months under a Biden administration will provide

groups may downplay potential risks related to AI. AI

more clarity around the duties of care that developers

ethics and safety enable innovation, and regulation

and manufacturers must have towards the public.

cannot be simply a façade if systems are to inspire
public faith and confidence in the long-haul.

In parallel, the European Union followed principles
developed by the High-Level Expert Group on AI in
proposing new regulatory frameworks. In 2020, the
European Commission published a White Paper that
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From Human-Centric to Planetary-Scale Problem
Solving: Challenges and Prospects for AI
Utilization in Japan
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The Japanese government has been promoting its

model development, and service providers are different.

Ethics Committee of the Japanese Society for Artificial Intelligence (JSAI), which

information policies under the concept of Society 5.0, a

Therefore, issues such as AI safety and fairness must

released the JSAI Ethical Guidelines in 2017. She is also a board member of the

human-centric society that simultaneously achieves

be addressed not only by one company, but by all

economic development and resolution of social issues

parties involved in a multi-layered dialog. Moreover,

through a system that integrates cyberspace and physi-

start-up companies lack resources, making it difficult for

cal space. The Cabinet Office released the “Social

them to deal with risks. From this perspective, the Japan

Principles of Human-Centric AI” in March 2019. Since

Deep Learning Association, whose members are mainly

then, relevant ministries and agencies have formulated

start-ups, is considering how to assess and respond to

AI-related guidelines, such as guidelines for the devel-

AI systems in the external environment, including insur-

opment of medical diagnostic imaging support systems

ance, auditing, accident investigation, consumer protec-

(Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare), guidelines for

tion, whistle-blowing systems, and standardization, in

contracts in the agricultural sector (Ministry of Agricul-

addition to AI governance within companies since the

ture, Forestry and Fisheries), a handbook for AI utiliza-

summer of 2020.

Japan Deep Learning Association (JDLA) and chairing AI governance study group.
She was also a member of Council for Social Principles of Human-centric AI, The
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tion (Consumer Affairs Agency), and certification
systems for AI education (Ministry of Education,

Last but not the least, AI governance must be discussed

Culture, Sports, Science and Technology and Ministry

internationally. The 2nd French-German-Japanese AI

of Economy, Trade and Industry and CSTI).

Symposium was organized in November 2020. The
joint statement of the first conference held two years

On the other hand, the response to COVID-19 exposed

ago emphasized a human-centric approach. Therefore,

the fact that we were completely unprepared for the

in line with this direction, the theme of the second

transition to a Society 5.0 society. The fact that govern-

conference was human-centric AI. However, we are

ment and private companies signed an agreement on

now facing planetary-scale challenges, such as the

COVID-19 to promote the use of data can be regarded

COVID-19 pandemic, climate change, and community

as a step forward. However, data sharing between the

fragmentation. Therefore, the joint statement in 2020

central and local governments and the medical institu-

proposed that planetary-scale problems, from anthro-

tions was found to be ineffective. In addition, we found

pocentric to environmental, should be addressed. It is

out that the Tokyo Metropolitan Government was using

important to work on AI governance for planetary-scale

fax machines to report the number of infected people.

issues in collaboration with various stakeholders and
organizations.

The problem of data sharing is not limited to COVID-19,
in fact, has been pointed out previously. Particularly, in
Japan, there are more business-to-business companies than business-to-consumer companies. In other
words, there are many cases where data acquisition, AI
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India’s Strategies to Put Its AI Economy
on the Fast-Track
By Raj Shekhar

2020 concluded with the Ministry of Science and

Even as these proposals from MeitY, NITI Aayog, MHRD,

Technology (MST) releasing the 5th National Science,

and MST for national-level policy shifts may have had

Technology, and Innovation (STI) Policy with an overar-

their weaknesses, they have appreciably paced up

ching bearing on the improvement of India’s AI readiness.

stakeholder engagement on a range of pressing AI

The Policy detailed the Indian government’s vision for

governance issues in India. This demonstrates a marked

achieving technological self-reliance, by means of

improvement from 2019 in the government of India’s

well-grounded, dynamic, and inclusive institutional

positioning, vis-à-vis AI governance that promises to

governance mechanisms, aimed at enabling open and

lend the Indian AI economy the critical foundations it

wide access to all publicly-funded STI research, increasing

needs to pick up steam and compete in the global AI

public and private funding of STI research in priority sectors,

marketplace with resilience.

2020 presented unprecedented challenges to govern-

premier policy think tank, proposed (a) setting up a

ments globally, but especially in developing countries,

National Data and Analytics Platform (expected to

where nationwide measures to contain the spread of

launch this year), to publish government data in an

COVID-19 risked putting other public policy priorities in

open, user-friendly format in order to enable research

the pipeline on indefinite hold. Yet, in India, the Narendra

and innovation, evidence-based public policy-making,

Modi government commendably managed to drive critical

and participatory governance in the country; and (b) the

consultation and dialogue on several cardinal policies,

adoption of Data Empowerment and Protection Archi-

targeting the improvement of India’s AI readiness to

tecture, enabling citizens to securely and seamlessly

support the domestic growth of both public and private

share their personal data with third party institutions to

AI enterprises, in line with the Prime Minister’s vision for

benefit from easy, hassle-free access to a host of bank-

of AI and public policy, with the mission to produce deliverables that can create an

AtmaNirbharBharat (or self-reliant India).

ing and insurance products online.

AI-literate society and inform better AI policies. As an Affiliated Scholar at CITRIS

and developing essential human capital for the STI
ecosystem.
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emphasized inter alia the need to uphold constitutional
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fundamental rights in defining principles for responsible

and that of the Indian digital economy. The Ministry of

AI governance in India, and recommended a nation-

Electronics and Information Technology (MeitY) proposed

al-level, multidisciplinary Council for Ethics and Technolo-

(a) the Data Centre Policy, detailing inter alia a set of

gy, tasked with helping sectoral regulators to develop

enabling regulations and programs for building domes-

proportionate, risk-based AI regulations and other

tic workforce and infrastructural capabilities to realize

measures to foster the creation of a responsible AI ecosys-

the data localization mandate enshrined in the PDP Bill,

tem in India.
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a central NPD authority under the statute to unlock the

opment (MHRD) in the third National Education Policy

economic, social, and public value of data, whilst

proposed to bring about a pedagogical transformation

securing an equitable, innovation-friendly, and

in the Indian educational system, by means of introduc-

privacy-respecting regime for non-personal data

ing inter alia courses on AI in the school and university

sharing in the country. The National Institution for

curricula.

Transforming India (NITI) Aayog, the Indian government’s
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“Cross-Sector GPS”: Building an IndustryAgnostic and Human-Centered Future of Work
By Poon King Wang

In 2020, under the guidance of Singapore’s Advisory

The LKYCIC’s future of Work research has developed

Council of the Ethical Use of AI and Data, the Infocomm

such an industry-agnostic approach that is effectively a

Media Development Authority and the Personal Data

“cross-sector GPS”. By using AI and a tasks-skills stack

Protection Commission collaborated with the Lee Kuan

we have built, we can chart clear, concrete, step-by-step

Yew Centre for Innovative Cities (LKYCIC), to launch A

pathways from disrupted professions/sectors to grow-

Guide to Job Redesign in the Age of AI.

ing professions/sectors.

It is Singapore’s first industry-agnostic guide to help

Our industry-agnostic strategy is grounded in the converg-

companies see how they can take full advantage of AI,

ing consensus across research and industry, that tasks

and at the same time manage its impact on employees

are the right resolution to study the economic and

with practical human-centered strategies.

technological impacts on jobs. By identifying the tasks
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shared by different jobs in different sectors, we can
The need for human-centricity is well understood. The

chart cross-sector pathways that become the basis for

value of an industry-agnostic approach to achieve

designing initiatives to help affected workers. Our “cross-sec-

human-centricity was made clear by the pandemic in 2020.

tor GPS” thus expands options across sectors for workers,
helping them navigate the current and future crises

COVID-19 showed us what upskilling initiatives lack

better.

when entire sectors are disrupted. The workers in those
sectors suffer because many current worker upskilling

Our “cross-sector GPS” combines the power of AI

efforts are sector-specific. Such efforts are, however,

algorithms with our tasks-skills stack. The tasks-skills

inadequate when there are hardly any options left for

stack links national and international databases in

workers within their professions and sectors.

industry and occupational data. The research underpinning it all draws on and integrates insights across the

This predicament will become more prevalent in the

disciplines of data science, engineering, AI, labor

future because the pandemic has also accelerated

economics, occupational psychology, and organization-

digitalization. The acceleration will cause more sectors

al studies.

to see widespread disruption from automation and
remote

work

(that

could

lead

to

outsourcing).

By contributing our research to create Singapore’s first

Sector-specific efforts will hence be similarly inade-

industry-agnostic A Guide to Job Redesign in the Age of

quate to help workers in their disrupted professions and

AI, we will strengthen the broader efforts to build a

sectors.

trusted and progressive AI environment that benefits
citizens, companies, and governments.

This is where an industry-agnostic strategy is valuable.
An industry-agnostic strategy means we will be able to
help workers find opportunities outside of their professions and sectors.
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AI Governance Readiness:
Rethinking Public Sector Innovation
By Victor Famubode

society planners in responsible use of AI systems.

to implementation phase across each public sector

4. Create more public awareness on both the benefits

domain that these AI systems are expected to be used.

and the limitations of AI systems.
5. Incorporate risk and impact assessments from design
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2020 has been an awkward year for human civilization.

the continent are still confronted with weak institutions.

This is evident in the way humans have responded to

This ultimately means adopting and scaling AI Governance

ing data governance frameworks. His experience cuts across media, government and

the pandemic. On one hand, the pandemic exposed

would require addressing the challenges confronting

consulting with primary focus on ensuring better public policy choices are made within

vulnerabilities in our global innovation system and

these institutions.

the technology sphere.

nance and policy specialist with focus on helping government institutions with design-

conversely accelerating new opportunities through
broader digital adoption. In various cases, at the heart

Importantly, 2020 showed progress in awakening African

of this digital adoption is the use of artificial intelligence

governments to the ethical implications of AI. A major

across diverse sectors and domains.

step has been to partner with institutions to assist with
designing national strategies that incorporates ethical

For government, a significant milestone in AI’s applica-

guidelines. A key example is “Rwanda’s Ministry of ICT

tion during this pandemic has been the collaborative

and Innovation (MINICT) and Rwanda Utilities Regula-

use of such general-purpose technology with other

tory Authority (RURA) with implementation by GIZ FAIR

technologies and data to combat the spread of

Forward engaging Future Society to support the devel-

COVID-19. For instance, Egypt’s government through

opment of Rwanda’s national artificial intelligence

the “United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)

strategy”.

launched an automated testing service of COVID-19
symptoms with sign language chatbot”. Notably, the

Going into 2021, major ethical issues such as algorithms

application of AI use cases in high-stake domains, such

bias, surveillance, digital divide and privacy need to be

as public healthcare, comes with its own risk and it

thoroughly addressed. In addressing them, key consid-

ultimately needs to be acknowledged by governments

erations for African governments towards readiness in

across African countries.

AI Governance include:

The rapid growth of AI’s application across the continent

1. Leverage a community pipeline for designing,

shows the need to rethink public sector innovation. This

deploying and implementing AI systems. This

would entail moving away from tokenization of democ-

ultimately helps to incorporate diversity and

ratizing responsible ways of deploying and implement-

variations into data and models being built for public

ing AI systems to actual operationalization of these

consumption.

systems. While there has been slow progress in adopt-

2. Re-evaluate public procurement processes to

ing guardrails for data protection as “24 African coun-

significantly capture wider consultation and

tries out of 53 countries have adopted data protection

transparency in procuring AI systems from private

regulation and laws” (Privacy International 2020),

sector technology companies. It assists with

implementation and compliance of these regulations

spotting key safety and security vulnerabilities

would be a key determinant of addressing AI and data
governance. However, governments in many parts of
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early on before deployment.
3. Build capacity in policymakers, developers and
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AI Governance in Latin America and Its
Impact in Development
By Olga Cavalli
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Latin America is a region that offers a vast and diverse

and academy, where efforts and resources must be

She was chair of the Study Group on Internet of Things and Smart Cities (2015 - 2017).

geography and a fantastic biodiversity. It is the home of

focused on the use of state-of-the-art technology and

The ITU has recognized her as an innovator in this field.

the biggest rivers, mountains and many natural resourc-

the enhancement of education in strategic areas and

es and beautiful places, enhanced with rich culture and

industries. The region has the highest inequity of the

well-trained human resources.

world, and the use of AI should improve this undesired
situation.

The recent events related with COVID-19 pandemic are
having a profound impact in the regional economies. In

One of the problems of the region is its limited voice and

this complex scenario, the use of artificial intelligence

low participation in those spaces, where the global AI

can introduce changes and innovation in the national

governance and ethics frameworks are defined. Those

and regional industries, making them more productive.

spaces are usually dominated by developed econo-

According to a report by the Inter-American Develop-

mies, and if the voice of Latin America is not raised, the

ment Bank (IADB), the use of artificial intelligence can

results could be unbeneficial for the needs of the region.

increase the GDP of the biggest economies of the
region in the next decades.

During 2007 - 2014 she was distinguished by the United Nations Secretary General,
being chosen to be a part of the Internet Governance Forum's Multistakeholder Advisory Group, MAG. Olga is very
active in ICANN where she has recently been appointed as GNSO Council Member.
Olga participated the National AI Strategy development group. Her current research includes the impact of AI and 5G
in the development of countries in Latin America.
Her education includes a PhD in Business Direction, a master’s degree in Business Administration, a master’s degree
in Telecommunications Regulation, and a degree in Electronic and Electric Engineering. She is fluent in Spanish,
English, Portuguese and German, and can understand French and Italian.
Olga lives in Buenos Aires, Argentina.

There are concrete efforts to overcome this problem
and enhance the relevant participation of the regional

Although national priorities have changed in 2020, putting

experts in international negotiations, like the South School

more focus on areas like health and economy, several

on Internet Governance, SSIG, which trains students

governments in the Latin American region are working

and young professionals to become the leaders of the

on public policies and national strategies to promote the

region in these negotiations. The training is free for

use and development of AI at the national level.

participants. Since its creation in 2009 and along the
twelve editions, it has trained thousands of fellows from

Mexico was one of the first countries in the world to

the region and other countries, giving them tools on

create a national AI strategy, Brazil has launched the

how to navigate the international technology ecosystem

National Internet of Things plan, which includes the

and creating among them and international experts a

creation of AI laboratories with focus on strategic areas

very strong and valuable network.

like cybersecurity and defense, Chile is working with the
community and national experts to develop its own plan

There is an important competence from a world dominated

for AI, in Argentina the national AI strategy is being

by constant innovation from highly developed countries,

developed and Colombia has published its Ethical

but all the countries of the region have innovative compa-

Framework for AI.

nies and human resources that have relevant conditions to position themselves as leaders based on AI

The challenge for the Latin American region is to work

applications.

towards a multistakeholder plan that must include government, private sector, civil society, technical community,
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past years, he has been working in different initiatives related to Standardisation,
Artificial Intelligence, Robotics and Ethics. For instance, Edson is Member of the

The discussion about the Governance of Artificial Intelli-

are intrinsic to the region, while others were already

United Nations Secretary-General’s High-level Panel on Digital Cooperation; Member

gence in the LATAM region still is incipient. Although

addressed by High Income Countries. To cite some of

of the UNESCO Ad Hoc Expert Group for the Recommendation on the Ethics of

there are some national plans on AI in the region,

them: some communities do not have yet electricity,

debates about Governance per se are far from being

then they will neither take full advantage of the AI

broad and inclusive. They are limited to specific

ecosystem nor have their values represented in the AI

segments of the society and do not consider a multi-lev-

models. Some countries in the region do not consider

el and intergovernmental participation in the process. In

education as priority - the most important component

fact, there is a huge informational gap between the

for AI, and therefore, we have witnessed year by year a

main actors that prevent to understand each other and

decreasing in the investment on Education. In addition,

also the complexity of the domain. There is a clear need

LATAM region lacks strategies and a rich ecosystem to

of human and institutional capacity building to empower

prevent “brain drain”.

Artificial Intelligence; South America Ambassador at IEEE TechEthics; Chair of the
IEEE RAS/SA 7007 - Ontological Standard for Ethically Driven Robotics and Automation Systems Working Group; Member of the IEEE Global Initiative on Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems;
Advisor at The Future Society; Advisor at the Carnegie AI & Equality Initiative at Carnegie Council for Ethics in International Affairs; Member of UNESCO IFAP Information Accessibility Working Group and Past Associate Vice President
on the IEEE RAS Industrial Activities Board.

citizens and states in the region to create an effective
and useful governance mechanism. No governance

Of course I have a long list of concerns, but all of them

mechanism can be developed adequately if the main

touch on some very basic points: education and

stakeholders do not understand the limits of the

information. Considering Brazil, it is common seeing

technology; the implication of its wide use; the opportu-

people giving their data to receive purchase discounts

nities that can be created by AI-based technology; the

or being forced to give their data to get access to benefits.

multidisciplinary nature of AI domain; the need for agile

Some Brazilians accept the current Brazilian Govern-

regulatory mechanisms; the need of collaboration

ment’s view that fake news is an example of freedom of

across nations; the need for accountability and trans-

expression; and not a human rights violation. Thus, the

parency practices; and the importance of public

question that naturally appears is how a governance

engagement.

mechanism for AI can protect people from abuses or
human rights violations caused directly or indirectly by
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The national plans for AI in the region are strongly

AI if the citizens do not know their rights and obliga-

influenced by international ethical and regulatory princi-

tions; or worse, do not have adequate formal education

ples, like those elaborated by OECD, WEF, etc. Howev-

to have this understanding? No trustful or reliable

er, these biased plans seem to be partially adequate to

governance mechanism can exist or survive if the

LATAM reality. We can not simply import or copy mature

people are not placed in the centre of the debate, i.e.,

models developed in other regions without a deep reflec-

when the view of the main stakeholders (i.e.: govern-

tion on their local impact. We have particularities. Some

ment or companies) is profit-oriented or distorted.
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The year 2020 was a year that deepened the ethical

effort to include the voice of regional experts in the

initiatives in the field of digital economy, AI, and social innovation in emerging econo-

questions on the impact digital technologies have in the

development of a global toolkit of rights-based AI for

mies, with a special focus in Latin America. Moreover, she is co-founder of the global

lives of people, especially AI technologies. What did

crime prevention and justice; and networks such as

giving up certain levels of privacy to respond to a health

IA2030Mx, in Mexico, and AI Latam, with a regional

crisis mean in the short and long-run? What does it

umbrella, are strengthening the AI ecosystem. This list

mean that only families with access to digital tools could

of actions are some of various other regional efforts to

continue with their studies and work? How does the

advance ethical AI governance.

increased use of digital platforms impact the strength-

initiative AI for Climate.
Her passion for building communities and creating regional platforms has led her to lead the AI Governance working
group of WEF’s Global Future Council on AI for Humanity; co-found and chair the IEEE Global Partnership Latam
Circle; be invited as part of the High-Level Group for the drafting of UNESCO global instrument on AI ethics; and assist
the Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) in the founding of the AI for social impact regional initiative, fAIr LAC;
among other key initiatives.

ening of already existing data monopolies? What does

Moreover, some governments did not stay behind in

a lack of digital literacy mean in a context where most

2020. The government of Uruguay published a tool to

Her work has been featured in international media and has been recognized by the Paris Peace Forum, the WEF and

basic services migrated online?

evaluate the impact of AI systems; the government of

the Government of the United Kingdom, among others.

Colombia published a draft of an AI ethical framework;
For Latin America, a region with one of the greatest

the Federal Institute of Access to Public Information in

social inequalities, these questions are not taken lightly.

Mexico helped kickstart the first policy prototype on

The quest for answers on how to ensure a more just

transparency and explicability of AI systems of the

and rights-based approach to data and AI-driven

region; the government of Chile started the develop-

technologies has taken various institutions in the region

ment of the AI Policy that includes a pillar of ethics

to develop in 2020 key initiatives on ethical AI gover-

which will be published in 2021.

nance.
These are only a few of existing initiatives that add to
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For example, the Inter-American Development Bank

past years efforts in countries such as Brazil and Argen-

rolled out the initiative fAIr LAC, that helps governments

tina. There is no doubt that Latin America has a very long

and entrepreneurs adopt responsible AI practices

road ahead to consolidate and scale these initiatives as

through the development of guides and the creation of

well as deploying more coordinated actions. And most

hubs in Mexico, Uruguay, Costa Rica and Colombia in

importantly, making sure that the access and benefits of

collaboration with public and private partners. More-

digital technologies and AI are distributed to all, special-

over, the IEEE Global Partnership co-founded with C

ly as it still faces its fight against the pandemic and

Minds the Latam Circle with the vision for prioritizing

enters a phase of economic recovery. In these times of

human well-being with autonomous and intelligent

great need of rethinking ethical questions and acceler-

systems in the region and fostering a meaningful partic-

ating inclusive answers, the design of AI’s ethos for the

ipation of Latin American experts in the development of

region and how it is governed will have a profound

global AI ethical standards; UNESCO started an online

impact on Latin America’s prosperity. It will be key that it

community as a follow-up of the regional consultation of

lives up to expectations, contributes to leading practic-

the ethical AI global instrument. Other institutions such

es of the Global South and have a meaningful participation in

as UNICRI and the Eon Resilience Lab kickstarted an

the development of global governance AI processes.
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sector. Previously, he founded Global Neo, an organization to develop new global
governance models with the implementation of blockchain-based systems and decen-

The 2020 global crisis paralyzed the world and made us

As some States start developing and implementing

tralized token economies. He is also the President of the Centre for Political Innovation

all rethink the future of our species. The pandemic

national AI strategies and digital transformation frame-

in the Dominican Republic, working on smart cities and the sustainable development

forced us to digitize and accelerate the adoption of

works, this past year has seen remarkable progress in

of communities through circular economy models.

Artificial Intelligence (AI). As AI disruption becomes

some Latin American countries. In terms of digital

more present, it is crucial for the international communi-

government, Colombia is the third most advanced

ty to coordinate comprehensive strategies that respond

country within the OECD. Similarly, Mexico, Uruguay,

to the global challenges posed by cognitive technolo-

Chile, and Brazil are taking important steps in AI-readi-

gies. In Latin America, there is still a lacking state of

ness and crucial governance issues such as data priva-

consciousness when it comes to AI governance, imple-

cy. Nonetheless, the limited voice and participation in

mentation, and deployment. As the rest of the world

global AI governance forums from Latin America is

rapidly acknowledges the centrality of AI in governing

astounding. If LATAM criteria are not included within

the future of humanity, Latin America struggles in

emerging policy standards, future establishment of AI

coming to terms with a compelling narrative that can

governance could hinder progress in Latin America.

leverage the power of computer intelligence.
A fundamental element to note is that national initiatives
Although there is a growing number of tech unicorns in

are necessary, but not sufficient. Without unifying criteria

the region, AI implementation projects are often small

and standardizing frameworks, no single country in Latin

scaled and rarely transcend the pilot stage. The

America can become an AI leader by itself. Latin America

massive AI-driven disruptions in society will create deep

needs regional cohesion and a sound level of political

structural changes in the economy. If Latin America

unity. In this decade, the region needs to build a strong

does not move fast, it may risk falling into irrelevance.

international coalition around a Regional AI Strategy to

While AI advances at exponential rates, LATAM’s power

integrate this technology as an essential tool for

structures remain vertically driven and highly inefficient.

leapfrogging into a new stage of development.

However, there is hope in the midst of chaos. With a

By making AI a priority, Latin America will be able to

population of more than 600 million, Latin America is an

upgrade its socioeconomic and political systems to the

ideal place to develop machine learning systems that

XXI Century. To do that, it needs unity and international

can be deployed at scale and harness the value of

cooperation. In the Age of AI, unity in Latin America is

abundant data. In this way, Latin America can be key to

synonymous to survival.

defining the future of this technology and become a new
international agent that has real power in the global governance of Artificial Intelligence. Among the 100 countries
best prepared to use AI, 15 are in Latin America.
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All over the world countries have developed (or are

policy discussion about means and ends of the AI

developing) AI policies and strategies. It looks like there

policy.

is some kind of imperative to plan how to take advan-
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since they lowered resistance to public participation,
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especially in policymakers and authorities. We developed
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All the fuss is understandable when we realize that AI

contribute, being the only requisite to use the proposed

engineering degree with a Master of Sciences in Industrial and System Engineering

is a general purpose technology that is heavily shap-

axis as guide (i.e.: First, Enabling Factors; Second,

from Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile.

ing (and being shaped by) society. In the next five to

Development and Adoption; Third, Ethics, regulatory

ten years, AI will drastically change the way we

aspects and socioeconomic impacts). This process

perceive and process information, work, interact

was both a co-construction exercise towards the first

among each other, and many other fundamental

draft, and learning space where academia, industry,

components of our lives. Thus, policymakers feel the

government and society interacted, taught from

urge to foster socioeconomic development and to

their expertise and learnt from each other. More

regulate AI to prevent people from harm. However,

than 7,000 people participated in discussions and

even though this anxiety exists, there is little clue on

webinars and had the opportunity to contrast their

how to do it right.

discussion with the draft in a recently closed public
consultation.

When developing AI strategies, the epistemic hierarchy,
in which scientists and policymakers try to safeguard their

In thinking about AI governance for the following

credentials and authorities by demarcating their expert

decades, experiences like the Chilean process should be

knowledge versus “lay” knowledge emerges. The latter

analyzed and improved in order to design institutions that

[1]

and

acknowledge the sociotechnical nature of technology.

frames policy construction within a deficit model of

Countries, in particular emergent ones, should design

innovation in which lack of R&D is the main obstacle

open processes and build their own development

has proven to be problematic for democracy

to overcome

[2]

. This framing can fail to recognize AI

as a sociotechnical construct, in which the main

models from their strengths and weaknesses, refraining
from just importing international experiences.

question should be, how we will be as human beings
along with it. Additionally, this framework might lead
to policy instruments disconnected from a thorough
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In 2020, the sudden outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic is

nance. The highlight of this year’s G20 summit, Presi-

is well-known as a leading talent in economic theories and policies, and S&T manage-

not only threatening people around the world, but also

dent Xi Jinping proposed to hold a workshop on AI

ment and policies. She especially has unique insights in emerging technology and

generating great challenges to global governance.

when appropriate to implement G20 AI principles.

Various AI-based solutions, are not only playing positive

Chinese government has also launched the Global

roles in tracing the origin of the virus, preventing and

Initiative on Data Security, which, being the critical area

controlling its outbreak, and researching and develop-

of AI governance, clearly calls to address issues of data

ing vaccines etc., but also speeding up “contactless

governance by means of co-discussion, co-establish-

economy” such as online shopping, online education

ment and co-sharing.

industrial development. She pays great attention to the issue of AI governance, and
focuses on promoting related research and cooperation between China and other
countries. She has won outstanding achievements in the construction of theoretical system, in the promotion of technological progress, and in the related disciplinary construction. She has published more than 30 academic monographs,
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and tele-medicine.
These measures and initiatives have fully demonstratGlobal collaboration is needed to combat the COVID-19

ed the consistent efforts that China has made in global

pandemic. So does the AI governance, especially when

cooperation of AI governance. In the future, by focusing

AI technology application has been accelerated across

on issues of AI governance, China will continue to

the world. Since 2020, to implement Development Plan

establish platforms, expand channels and widen

for A New Generation of Artificial Intelligence and the

international cooperation and exchange to get broader

Governance Principles of the New Generation of

consensus to promote AI development in a healthier

Artificial Intelligence: Developing Responsible Artificial

manner, together with players all around the world.

Intelligence, China is actively advocating for international cooperation in AI governance while supporting
more research and enriching practices on AI gover-
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Steadily Taking Off: China’s AI Social
Experiment Is in Full Swing
By SU Jun

provinces and cities including Beijing, Shanghai, Zheji-

social experiments have taken off steadily, and related

ang, Guangdong and Hubei. More than 10 provinces

work has also been carried out in an orderly manner.

and cities have built hundreds of AI social experiment

Under the guidance of human-oriented values and

scenes, and formed a batch of innovative and outstand-

scientific evidence-based research paradigm, AI social

ing cases. Therefore the foundation for the develop-

experiments will help human society transform from the

ment of long-term, wide-field, multi-disciplinary AI social

age of industry to intelligence. The AI social experiment

experiments has been built up.

will provide objective and accurate factual basis and
humanistic solutions for the successful transformation

The intelligent society is the future we will live in, and
At present, new technologies, new applications, and

From “proposing an initiative” to “taking off steadily”, the

new business formats such as AI, big data, and the

beginning of the AI social experiment is inseparable

Internet of Things are in the ascendant. Particularly, at

from the broad consensus of building an intelligent society

this critical moment when humanity unites to collaborating

with humanism. An intelligent society with humanism is

to fight against COVID-19 and to struggle for high-quality

a people-oriented society, with highly developed science

economy recovery in the midst of the global pandemic,

and technology, wide application of intelligent technology,

AI has shown the tremendous power to promote

comprehensive balance of instrumental rationality with

economic development and social reconstruction, which

value rationality, harmonious coexistence of people -

has become one of the most powerful driving forces

environment - technology, open and inclusive society

for the world to march forward. However, from the

atmosphere, and humanistic spirit. This consensus is

perspective of socio-technical and public policy theory,

rooted in China's humanistic tenet of developing

and public perception, AI has not only empowered

emerging technologies, which originates from the vivid

development, but also arisen many challenges in the

practice of AI social experiments, and leads to the

governance field, such as law, privacy, ethics, and

vision of a common intelligent society for mankind in the

security. The evasion and resolution of these problems

future.

of the times.

also the blue ocean we have never reached. Now, AI
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requires research through evidence-based methods to
explore and grasp the comprehensive social impact of AI

Driven by this social consensus, the central government

on human society.

coordinated the layout, commissioned the AI social
experiment expert group, and compiled the AI social
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Since experts and scholars in China launched the

experiment planning. Tsinghua University, Zhejiang

initiative in 2019, all parties have responded actively.

University, Peking University, Beijing Normal University,

We have used social experiments to study the compre-

Renmin University of China and other universities have

hensive impact of AI and carried out a large-scale

taken actions to establish ethical norms and operating

investigation based on evidence. In 2020, overcoming

procedures for AI social experiments. Pilot experiments

the influence of the pandemic, the AI social experiment

in urban governance and rural e-commerce have been

in China has successfully gone through overall planning,

carried out. Natural experiments, quasi experiments,

top-level design, prioritized development, demonstra-

questionnaire surveys and other experimental methods

tion and deployment. The academic research, organi-

have been used to study the impact of AI applications

zation and team building, talent training, base construc-

on individuals and social organizations. Under the

tion of AI social experiments have been carried out in an

premise of scientific sampling and ethical review, the

orderly manner throughout the country. The full cycle of

Chinese academia, industry and government cooperated

public policy research, i.e.: “theoretical research - policy

closely to participate in areas including public health,

implication - decision making - policy implementation -

education, pension system, environmental protection,

organization engagement” has been fulfilled.

urban governance, agriculture and rural development in
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Artificial Intelligence Governance Requires
“Technical Innovation + Institutional Innovation”
By LI Xiuquan
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The accelerated development and application of artificial

caused by abnormal operations and malicious attacks;

current research area is big data and AI technology foresight and evaluation, industrial

intelligence are putting urgent demands on governance

governance such as privacy violations and discrimination

technology roadmap and AI innovation policy research. He has strong interest in the

in ethics, security, privacy, fairness, and other aspects.

or prejudice also requires technology innovations, such

New laws, institutional design and governance rules

as user privacy data desensitization, federated learn-

are needed to guide and standardize technological

ing, and small data incremental learning to cope with

development. The issue of artificial intelligence governance

these risks and challenges, and enhance public’s trust

is not only a matter of system design, but also a matter

in AI technology.

study of the frontier trend of intelligent transformation, and the demands for innovative
policies in various aspects of AI development such as research, industry and governance. He has presided over 10 research projects such as “Research on the Major Strategic Issues of Chinese Intelligence Economy and Intelligence Society development”, “Research on the Leading Trends and Policies of Artificial
Intelligence at Home and Abroad”.

of technology research and development. The increasingly urgent requirement for technological innovation in

In order to meet the challenges of artificial intelligence

artificial intelligence governance needs to be addressed.

governance, the integration of technological innovation
and institutional innovation has been deepening in

Each type of governance problem contains many

2020. Artificial intelligence technology developers are

technology innovation needs. The current big data-driv-

trying to devote more and more energy to the development

en machine learning methods represented by deep

of technical solutions to security, privacy, and fairness

learning uses a black box model. The internal structure

issues. In the future, the development of responsible

and mechanism of the model are not transparent to

artificial intelligence technology should become the

users, and lack an understanding of the increasingly

next important direction for theoretical innovation and

large and complex machine intelligence. When there is

technology development. It is necessary to solve gover-

an error, it is very hard to trace the origin and explain,

nance problems through technological approaches,

which brings great difficulties to the system designer in

and share responsibilities with legal and administrative

legal and normative design. The research of more

parties to jointly guarantee the healthy development of

transparent model algorithms and the development of

the AI industry.

interpretable, understandable, and predictable intelligent
algorithms will provide technical approaches for solving
the

dilemma

of

responsibility

identification

and

overcoming ethical constraints.
Similarly, sample attacks, sensor interference, and
deep learning framework vulnerabilities may also bring
challenges to the security of intelligent systems. A safe
and reliable artificial intelligence system should have
strong security performance, can effectively respond to
various deliberate attacks, and avoid security accidents
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Developing Responsible AI:
From Principles to Practices
By WANG Guoyu

2020 is a year in which artificial intelligence continues to

recognition technology)? Who has the authority on

develop rapidly in the context of the global epidemic,

accountability and how is it done? These questions

and also a year in which the ethical principles of artificial

cannot be avoided if the ethical principles of AI are to be

intelligence has become ever more abundant. By April

brought to ethical practice.

2020, more than 160 guidelines have been included in

To follow the development of “Responsible AI” into

challenges in the social context that includes multiple

actions, it is also important to consider that AI cannot be

dimensions such as economics, politics, and culture. In

viewed as just an isolated, closed system of algorithms

particular, it is important to make AI benefiting the

and technologies. The ethical issue of artificial intelli-

society in the framework of global ethics. Therefore, it is

gence is an ethical issue in the social-technical system

necessary not only to awake the moral sensibility of AI

where humans and AI live in symbiosis and technology

practitioners and strengthen the research on the

and society interact to shape each other. The develop-

responsibility and norms of AI in application scenarios,

ment of “Responsible AI” needs to face not only the

but also to continue to promote the international

technical ethics of AI and the professional ethics of

dialogue on AI ethics and the construction of transna-

engineers, but also the uncertainty and social-ethical

tional accountability mechanisms.
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bodies involve various kinds of institutions and organi-

more important to clarify the issue of responsibility in the

WANG is also Vice President of Committee on Ethics of Science Technology and

zations, including governments, academia, enterprises,

practice of developing AI and to promote the construc-

Engineering of the Chinese Society for Dialectics of Nature (CSDN), the co-chair of the

and so on. Many of these ethical principles are directly

tion of responsible mechanisms and the culture. To this

CCF Committee on Ethics and Professional Conduct (CEPC), and the director of the

titled “Responsible AI”. In view of this alone, the devel-

end, the China Computer Federation (CCF) established

ethics committee of the International Human Phenotype Group Project. WANG Guoyu

opment of “Responsible AI” can be said to have

an interdisciplinary “Committee on Ethics and Profes-

has been engaged in high-tech ethics and governance research for a long time. She

become an international consensus.

sional Conduct” (CEPC) in 2020, with computer experts

conducts as PI several National Key Projects.

Distinguished Professor of “Chang Jiang Scholars” of MOE. She serves as the Direc-

and philosophers co-chairing and being committee
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However, the development of “Responsible AI” requires

members. At the China National Computer Congress

not only principles and appeals, but also actions and

(CNCC) 2020, the committee held a special forum on

practices. To this end, it is necessary to clarify the

“More Harmony for the World-Professional Ethics in

subject and object of responsibility, as well as the

Information Technology”. On the one hand, not only the

authority of responsibility, and to address the issues of

history and dimensions of computer - and AI profession-

who is responsible, for which is responsible, and to

al ethics in the era of information technology, but also

whom is responsible. For example, for issues brought

the theoretical path to develop responsible AI, were

about by the applications of AI such as privacy breach-

analyzed from the theoretical level. On the other hand,

es, discrimination, and liability in autonomous driving,

the path to the development of responsible AI, the AI

who is the responsible subject, the designer, the

ethics education in universities and the framework of

engineer, the corporate decision-maker, or the regula-

artificial intelligence agile governance were also explored

tor? Is it the individual, the institution, or the state?

and discussed in depth. The Young Computer Scien-

When an action involves multiple subjects from different

tists and Engineers Forum (CCF YOCSEF) of the CCF

institutions, how should responsibility be allocated?

also discussed how to incorporate fairness, transparen-

When corporate interests and social ethics conflict, how

cy, acceptability, and sustainable development into the

should they be prioritized? In particular, when the devel-

design of the third generation of artificial intelligence.

opment of AI involves national core competitiveness on

The CCF is trying to promote the conversion of respon-

the one hand and conflicts with ethical principles on the

sible principles of AI into responsible practices for

other, should it be developed (e.g.: military applica-

engineers at four levels: ethical, structural, educational

tions of AI) and how should it be developed (e.g.: face

and technical.
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Promote the Formation of “Technology + Regulations”
Comprehensive Governance Solutions
By WANG Yingchun

hensive governance solutions that integrate technolo-

more adapted to social values around typical scenarios,

gies and regulations. We call for global peers to work

and actively form consensuses and solve specific problems

together to develop products and solutions that are

in positive and steady practice.
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In recent years, many AI governance principles and

trustworthy technologies. First, all stakeholders should

initiatives have been issued by relevant organizations

cooperate to research and formulate technical standards

systematic research on AI. He has undertaken a number of consulting projects entrust-

and institutions around the world. It has become an

and application specifications, clarify the threshold for

ed by the Ministry of Science and Technology and the government of Shanghai munici-

international consensus to promote the “Human-Cen-

industrial access, and ensure the legitimate rights and

pality, and has continuously participated in the research and policy drafting of the

tered ” and “Responsible” development of AI. The trans-

interests of relevant parties. Second, to establish ethical

government’s AI policy. He led the organizing work of the Governance Forum under

formation of

commitment and review system of scientific research

World AI Conference in Shanghai. At the moment, he is also responsible for the

and enterprise products, and form the compliance and

running of the Secretariat of the Expert Advisory Committee of the National New-gen-

self-discipline process and operation guide within the

eration AI Innovation and Development Pilot Zone in Shanghai.

these consensus principles into action

plans has become a general trend.
On July 10, 2020, the Governance Forum of the World

industry. Third, constantly summarize cases and relevant

Artificial Intelligence Conference was held in Shanghai.

experiences ofhigh-quality practices, extract specifica-

With the theme of “Developing Responsible Artificial

tions from practice, and then guide the industry through

Intelligence”, the forum discussed a comprehensive

best practices. Finally, we should develop trustworthy

range of governance solutions, centered around the

technologies on the basis of transparent algorithms and

theme of “Technologies + Regulations” as a combined

privacy protection, develop solutions for ethical evalua-

driving force to practice the ethical principles of artificial

tion and other relevant regulations studies, and

intelligence. At the forum, the “Working Plan for Collab-

promote trustworthy solutions through the cooperation

orative Implementation of AI Governance Principles” (9

between public and private sectors.

society. He initiated and organized a multidisciplinary AI research group to conduct

items of Shanghai AI governance collaborative action)
was released, which consists of a framework - “one

The “four systems” include evaluation system, regulato-

platform, four tasks and four systems”.

ry system, talent system and security system. We
should build a system of compliance indicator, methods

The “one platform” means to build a platform for global

and platform of evaluation, to carry out governance

network of cooperation and exchange. We should form

qualification assessment and classification certification;

a global community for AI governance research and

to improve an open and transparent cross-departmen-

cooperation. Drawing on multi-cultural wisdom, explor-

tal collaborative regulation system to realize the supervi-

ing accessible and inclusive safety assurance and

sion of related products and applications; promote

solutions for a win-win outcome, we need to build a

interdisciplinary research, set up compulsory courses

multilateral, multidisciplinary and multi-agent consulta-

for governance and cultivate talents with multi-displinary

tive governance mechanism, in order to promote the

skills; to build a social security system to cope with the

formation of a global joint effort to construct s a common

impact of artificial intelligence on employment structure,

AI governance system.

to develop relevant insurance products and to enhance
public digital literacy.

The “four tasks” are goals to carry out standard specifications, industrial self-monitoring, optimal practice and
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To realize the “human-centered” vision, we need compre-
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